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Life In Israel: Inflation Eats Shekel

by Sylvia L. Mehlman
J ewish Times
The Israeli government has been as
good as its word. It repaid t he 54 ,487
Israeli shekels it exacted from us as a
one-year compulsory "loan" when we
bought our new car last year.
There's a catch though. It has to do with
a 400-plus percent yearly rate of inflation.
When we paid for our French-made car
(there are no Israeli-manufactured cars) in
American dollars on June 17, 1983, t he
54,487 shekels we loaned t he government
amounted to $1,189. When we received
our repayment by registered mail on June
26, 1984, the money had shrunk to $238. A
day later, t he money was worth only $235,
according to the official rate of exchange.
T he check came in an envelope
postmarked J erusalem on J une 18. A
"slow-down" by postal workers to protest
t he erosion in t heir salaries may have
prolonged our getting it even beyond the
normally slow service we are accustomed
to in the city. Every day of delay in
receiving t he check, cashing it and
spending it has cost us additional dollars.
Florence, an elderly American who lives
with her sister and brother-in-law, .
receives her income in dollars from the
USA and doesn't usually worry too much
about the daily plunge of the shekel in
dollar terms, with its concomitant rise in
shekel-listed prices. But she reads the
newspaper. When her great-nephew told
her that he would like cash for his
birthday · gift, she found it necessary to
offer him a word of warning.
"I told him t hat if he wants it in
shekels," she said, "he'd better spend it
right away or it won't be worth anything."

Purchase Imported Goods
Many Israelis get rid of their
deteriorating money as fast as they can by
buying things, particularly imported
items. Others are using accumulated
savings, particularly in "work-study-travel
funds" contributed to jointly by employers
and employees to t ravel abroad. Similarly,
this year's month 0 long Israel Festival in
J erusalem was a great financial as well as
artistic success, with more than half the
tickets bought well ahead of time at a
special discount by Israelis.
Such luxuries are rapidly moving
out-of-reach for many young families,
however. For instance, Rachel would also
like to buy many things before their prices
go up, but like many young parents, she
and her husband are having difficulty
"ending t he month." They have no sooner
cleared up one month's overdraft on their
bank account at a very high interest rate,
t han they are already borrowing into next
month's income.

"We have to pay $300 rent every month.
It's almost all we can do to keep ahead of it
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Ellis Island To Be Restored
As Museum Of Immigration

because it's always going up in shekels,"
she complained. They live in a fourth-floor
walkup apartment in a fairly good
neighborhood.
Faced with a roster of many patients
who had stopped coming for routine
check-ups, a hitherto popular dentist
resorted to the expedient of calling his
patients to find out where he stood with
t hem. "Don't think we've changed dentists
just because we haven 't been in for
awhile/' was a typical answer from a young

mother. "We just can't afford it right
now."

Economic Situation Worsens
As t he economic situation continues to
worsen, stri kes and slowdowns in public
-and private sectors, or t hreats of such job
actions,
have
become
widespread.
orders
for
" Back-to-work"
court
employees in essential services have only
partially stemmed the tide.
A work dispute by radio and television
broadcasting,
employees
brought
including newcasts, to a lurching halt. At
first , only regular programs had been
affected, with TV offering curtailed news
coverage, and radio presenting recorded
music all day, with interruptions for
occasional short news summaries or
special news bulletins. When letters
started to arrive indicating great
satisfaction with the new regimen on the
part of many listeners, the broadcasters
decided that sterner measures were called
for, and stopped all broadcasts.
The political parties, which had been
spending a fortune on the preparation of
propaganda films to influence voters in
the forthcoming national elections,
appealed to the Supreme Court to issue a
directive calling for the airing of election
broadcasts, as fixed by Israeli law. The
order was granted and otherwise deprived
viewers were granted the dubious boon of a
half-hour each night of slickly prepared
U.S.-style "spots" for the various parties,
allocated according to a formular based on
the relative current strength of the parties,
and following each other in rapid
succession.

As befits the only show in town, there is
a large emphasis on entertainment in
these political broadcasters. Each party

has its own signature jingle sung to a
catchy tune, there are dancers, intricate
visual effects, parades of happy-looking
people marching along with a confidently
smiling party leader, endorsements by
sports and entertainment stars. The large
parties have even hired house comedians,
who poke gentle and not -so-gentle fun at
the opposition.
Only occasionally are t here brief, brief
speeches by party notables on what they
want to emphasize as issues in the
(l'ontin ued on page 7 ,1

Young Russian Jewess at Ellis Island, 1905. (Photo by Lewis Hine)
by Walter Ruby
J ewish World
A publicity buildup is in high gear for ·
the Centennial for Liberty - a project to
restore and refurbish the Statue of Liberty
in time for lavish centennial celebrations
on July 4, 1986, which are expected to
include a procession of the largest
grouping of tall ships ever assembled,
presidential speeches and a glorious
fireworks display.
However, relatively few people know
about the effort on behalf of the Statue of
Liberty is linked to an even more
ambitious undertaking - the restoration
of nearby Ellis Island, where 17 million
new Americans first stepped on American
soil by 1892 to 1924, as a living museum of
immigration. Work has begun on Ellis
Island, today a virtual ruin, on the
restoration and preservation of the Great
Hall and other key buildings and the
reconstruction of the old sea wall in time
for the island's own centennial celebration
in 1992.
According to Phillip Lax, chairman of
the Ellis Island Restoration Commission,
the restoration of often overlooked Ellis
Island is every bit as meaningful for the
nation as is the refurbishing of the more
glamorous 'Lady' on Liberty Island.
"The Statue of Liberty, a gift from
France, symbolized the ideal of freedom
for the new arrivals, but we should not
forget that they· first set foot on Ellis
Island. Then they knew that they were in
t he United States of America," said Lax.
"T oday," he added, "more t han 100
million Americans are descended from

people who arrived at Ellis Island almost half of the population of t he United
States. We have many monuments to
great figures.of earlier periods of American
history like Washington, Jefferson and
Lincoln. Yet it was these new immigrants,
who poured into this country bv the
millions in the years preceding World
War I, who really built this country into
what it is today."

Land of Golden Opportunity
Lax, who serves as chairman of the
International Council of B'nai B'rith, is
himself the son of Eastern European
Jewish immigrants who arrived on Ellis
Island in the early 1900s. " My parents
came to this country to escape pogroms,"
he said. "In my youth, I used to hear about
discrimination and anti-Semitism in
Europe, where Jews were treated as
outcasts. In America, on the other band,
everyone had a chance to make it. Many
people came expecting a goldine medina,
but America proved not to be a golden
land, but rather a golden opportunity.
Many people came here without a penny
and became the peers of the land."
Lax said the recreation of Ellis Island
has special significance for American
Jews. "Our experience in this country
shows that a Jewish community can only
live and flourish in a democratic
atmosphere," he said. "In preserving our
identity and our understanding of the
preciousness of our freedom here in
America, our people - especially the
young people - must be told over and
over again of the American Jewish
(conli nul•d on pag:t• l::! 1
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The Jewish Community Center of Rhode Island
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*15 Day Escorted Tour
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*El Al Israel Airlines from Boston
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The growing awareness of the negative effects of sleep disorders on industrial
output, safety, and interpersonal relationships was the focus of a talk by Dr.
Peretz Lavie, Chairman of the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology's
Department of Behavioral Biology, who is currently on sabbatical at Harvard
Medical School. He described how Technion's Sleep Laboratory attracts
patients from all over the world, including the Arab nations, because of its
international reputation. Left to ~ght: Ernest Nathan, host; Madelyn Bell
Berman, Chairman, New England Region, American Technion Society;
Professor Lavie; Pearl Nathan; Bob Starr, President, Rhode Island Chapter,
Bob Riesman.

Camp JORI Completes
Phase I Construction
Phase one of construction and
renovation at Camp JORI is complete and
will be celebrated at a dedication of t he
newly built Ruth and Max Alperin Dining
and Recreation Hall on Wednesday,
August 8 at 5 p ,m,
Also to be dedicated is the Ruth and
Samuel Markoff Arts and Crafts Center,
formerly the old dining hall, and now
completely renovated.
Community leaders, parents, friends
and campers will join in the celebration of
the new look for Camp JORL President
Nancy Grossman expresses her pride, 'For
the past several years we have spoken of
modernizing the existing facility. We are
pleased that we have had the generous
support of the Alperin family which has
enabled us to build a new facility for our
camp, Our thanks also go to the Markoff
family for helping us to utilize the existing
structure, and to so many members of our
community who have made our dream
become a reality,'
Camp JORI is in its 48th season as the
only overnight camp in Rhode Island
supported by members of the Jewish
community. For the first time in the
camp's history, the camp reached out to
the general community for support, The
response has been 'most overwhelming'
according to President Grossman, and has
made possible a strictly kosher kitchen, a
tie-in with the Narragansett sewer system
and new playing fields.
Phase II will begin soon and will include
modernizing the cabins, pool repair and
grading and landscaping.
The community is invited to attend the
dedication on August 8 and to view Camp
JORl's new look,

Summer Jobs For Youth
The Job Development and Training
Division of the R.L Department of
Economic Development announces the
availability of summer jobs for eligible
youth between the ages of 14-2 1 who live
outside the cities of Providence and
Cranston, The jobs are located in various
State and private nonprofit agencies
throughout Rhode Island and include a
variety of occupations, These jobs are
designed to offer a positive work
experience, hands-on training, career _
.exploration, counseling and other services.
Participants work Monday through
Friday between 25 and 35 hours a week
and receive minimum wage.
This wage does not affect a family's
eligibility for Public Assistance benefits or
the amount of benefits received by a
family,

ORT Holds Summer
Olympics
On the second day of the world Summer
Olympics, the Providence Chapter of
Women's American ORT (Organization
for Rehabilitation through Training) will
hold a special track meet entitled the "ORT
Mile and 1h Mile Race," These events will
be held ori Sunday, July 29, 1984, at
Brown University Stadium on Elmgrove
Avenue in Providence at 10:30 a,m, The
"ORT Mile and ½ Mile Race" is part of
the Brown Masters Invitational Track
Meet sponsored by the Rhode Island
Track and Field Foundation and Brown
University, The Track meet will have
many of the events of the World Summer
Olympics, such as running, javelin
throwing, discus throwing, and pole
vaulting, Rhode Island families can have
their own taste of what the World Summer
Olympics is all about right here in our own
state,
Runners for the ORT Mile (men) and ½
Mile (women) are being sponsored by
some very honored individuals and
businesses, They are as follows: Senator
Richard Licht, Senator Lila Sapinsly,
Mayor Diprete, Mayor Walsh, Ms, Bonnie
Cimino, Mark Patinkin, Cone Tones
Party Services and T. Sardelli and Sons,
Sine!, Wilfand, and Vinci, C.P.A., Inc,,
Winklemans Travel and Dr. Ed Katz,
D.D.S.,
Made-Rite
Aluminum,
Ross-Simon Jewelers, and Torot Co, , Inc,
These sponsors have made generous
donations to ORT toward t he 1984
opening of the second ORT school in the
United States, LAOTI (Los Angeles ORT
Technical School), This will be a "high
tech" school, training its students in
computer technology and other skills
related to jobs in California's Silicon
Valley, and the " high tech" society in
which we live, Funds raised will be used
towards renovating the building purchased
and furnishing it with the most up-to-date
equipment as well as providing teacher's
salaries, and scholarships to students,
There are already 800 non-profit
vocational/technical schools in the ORT
network around the world,
The sponsors are being represented by
an amateur runner who must be over 30
years of age, The word "Masters" in the
Brown Masters Invitational Track Meet
means people over 30 years old, There will
be amateur track people from all over New
England to participate in this exciting
event. This is one statewide event that
should not be missed - our own Summer
Olympics here in Rhode Island, For more
information, phone 884 -7222,
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DISH GARDENS

In Baskets or Ceramic Dishes Choose From 3 Sizes

725-0100
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NOW ON SALE
A NEW RECORD BY
Cantors Ivan and Emanuel Perlman
GENERATIONS I FATHER AND SON

Now Available at
David J. Harkavy
David J. Harkavy of Portland, Maine
recently made the largest individual gift
ever received by the New England
Regional Office of Jewish National Fund.
His gift, made in memory of his parents
Anna and Julius, endowed a forest of
· · 15,000 trees in Bar Am, .locafed on Israel's
northern border with Lebanon.
David J. Harkavy was born in Hungary
around the turn of the century. He
emigrated to t he United States when he
was five and vividly remembers the trip
that started late one night, traveling with
his parents, brothers and sisters to a
railroad station; then by train to the sea
and finally by boat to Ellis Island and
Manhattan's Lower East Side. He lived
next door to the Daily Forward Newspaper
building, the largest and most influential
Yiddish newspaper. A sense of piousness
and tzedakah were very much a part of the
Harkavy home. Every Shabbos, coins were
put into the Jewish National Fund Blue
Box to help make purchases in Eretz
Yisrael.
As a young man , he traveled to
California where he worked selling hats in
a Los Angeles haberdashe·ry. Trade in

hand, he soon returned to New York and
the Adam Hat Store in the Metropolitan
Opera House. Eventually, he managed the
store in the Chrysler building and went on
to become district manager for a number
of their stores in Upstate New York.
·ife married · ·and seiUed in Westbury,
Connecticut, becoming the father of two
sons, Stephen and Jules. Stephen became
every Jewish mother's dream, an E .N.T.
specialist. Dr. Harkavy and his wife,
Carol, have t hree children , Jeffrey, Todd
and Emily. Mr. Harkavy's other son,
Jules, works for O.T.B. in New York.
David Harkavy saw the creation of the
modern State of Israel and travelled there
once, many years ago. He has always had a
warm feeling towards Israel and continued
his families tradition of contributing to
the Blue Box. An annuity agreement with
Jewish National Fund was also made
several years ago. To be closer to his sister,
he moved to Portland three years ago and
lives in a very modest apartment.
His wish to memoralize his parents
resulted in the esta]:)lishment of the Anna
and Julius Harkavy Forest, forever linking
his fam ily to the land of Israel.

Macaulay Designs Mural At JGC
David Macaulay, a Providence artist
who achieved national prominence with his
books Cathedral and Pyramid, is donating
a mural design that will cover the entire
length of the Jewish Community Center's
pre-school corridors.
The design, which is being reproduced
in bright primary colors, is scaled to the
age and size of the children in the

pre-school. Come September, one of these
children entering t he pre-school will be
Macaulay's daughter, Charlotte.
Susan Pellerin, art teacher in the
children's program at the RISD museum,
will be applying the mural to the walls.
The mural will be formally unveiled at the
JCC Open House on Sunday, September
9, 1984.
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SLEEP WORLD
BY THE SEA
Mariner Squire,
Nanagansett
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From The Editor
Treating Immigrants With Respect
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by Robert Israel
It is exciting news that Ellis Island is set
to be restored as a museum of
immigration. For many years the
buildings that once greeted an estimated
five million Jews have been allowed to
deteriorate. Restoring these buildings pays
homage to the lives of our ancestors who
arrived on the island full of hope and
anxiety. Many of them had escaped
pogroms. America was not only the
promised land, the goldeneh medina, but
also a harbor of refuge. When they arrived
at the Great Hall at Ellis Island, they were
burdened with whatever belongings they
could carry, unable to speak the language,
and fearing the dreaded eye examination
t hat might mean being deported without
ever setting foot on American soil. It was
on Ellis Island that they met their
landsmen, later settling in the Lower East
Side, working in the sweatshops, and
dreaming of bettering their lives and the
lives of their children, and thus, bettering
America.
A visitor to my office several weeks ago
told me of a trip he and the members of
the Leisure Club at Temple Emanu-El in
Providence took to Ellis Island recently.
He told me that the visit was an emotional
experience for him and his fellow
travelers. He and the others got to see,
first hand, what his parents saw when they
left the boats and waited in line before
being admitted to this country.
With the exception of the Native
Americans, all of us are connected to
immigrant roots. If our families didn't
come over here during the wave of
immigration at the turn of this century,
they came over on other vessels. Even the

Pilgrims were immigrants. We need to
remember this - no matter what boat our
ancestors came over on, we're all in the
same boat now. We are here in this
country together, and the time is ripe for
us to work with one another to carry on
the visions and the hopes of our ancestors
to continue to make this country strong.
To treat Ellis Island with the pride and
respect it deserves is a fine gesture. But
what of the immigration bill presently
before Congress? At this present time, the
bill is wrapped up in politics. The bill
would make it a crime to hire an illegal
alien, but offers amnesty to millions of
undocumented workers already living in
the United States. Critics, especially
Hispanic leaders, contend that employers
afraid of running afoul of the law will
simply stop hiring applicants who look or
sound foreign-born. Other opponents
object to the provision of the bill that
would allow growers to bring in foreign
farm workers at harvest time.
We need to closely examine these
provisions, which are suspect in their
attempt to utilize the efforts of
immigrants, desperately in need of work,
without giving them the status that other
workers enjoy in our country, namely the
minimum wage. This is certainly not a
new concept: my grandmother worked in a
Manhattan sweatshop for slave wages, 88
did other immigrants at the turn of this
century. As we pay homage to our past, let
us remember the exploitations of the past
and how far we have come. Let us treat all
potential new citizens with respect and
glean from them the strength and vision
that helped make this country the
culturally rich nation it is today.

Division And Consensus
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by M.J. Rosenberg
This year - as in the past four election
years - the Jewish vote is going to be
courted and courted ardently. During the
primary campaign, candidates Mondale
and Hart (as well as some of the other
candidates who dropped out early) made
issues of their support for Israel and
accused each other of lapses on the
Jerusalem legislation and other key
aspects of the pro-Israel agenda.
There is nothing surprising about the
attention the candidates give to the
Jewish vote. Virtually all eligible Jews vote
- something which cannot be said about
the American electorate as a whole - and
they live in states with large electoral
votes.
American Jews have made the
difference in several close Presidential
elections. In 1960, for example, John F.
Kennedy would not have been elected had
he lost New York's 45 electoral votes. He
carried the state by only 130,000 votes but received 409,000 votes on the New
York State Liberal Party line alone. Most
of those votes came from Jews and they
made the difference between a Kennedy or
Nixon presidency in 1961. Later elections
- 1968 and 1976 - were also tight and
made the Jewish vote extremely
important.
But American Jews do more than just
vote. An article in the June issue · of
Moment reveals the dimensions of Jewish
political activism. Deborah Lipstadt, a
professor of Jewish Studies at UCLA;
Jonathan Woocher, a professor of Jewish
Communal Services at Brandeis; and
Charles Pruitt, a political consultant with
A.B. Data in Milwaukee, recently
surveyed the attitudes and activities of
750 participants at the biennial
convent ion of the UJA's Young
Leadership Cabinet in Washington.
The results of the survey, published in
Moment, provide a picture of an engaged
community. In all fairness it must be
stated that the members of the Young
Leadership Cabinet are not necessarily a
representative group. They are the " heavy
hitters." T heir median income is over
$50,000 and 96% of them hold college
degrees. T heir involvement in the Cabinet
- an involvement this is time-consuming
and expensive - gives ample testimony to
their dedication to tzedakah (charity) and
to causes larger than themselves.
Still, it is startling to learn that as many
as 75% are prepared to contribute to key
Senate races in 1984, and 95% are ready to

their campaign contributions "to elect
Israel's friends and defeat her enemies."
Fully 58% of the surveyed Cabinet
members are contributors to at least one
pro-Israel political action committee.
Israel's security is not the only issue
which concerns this group but, according
to Lipstadt, it is "the overriding issue."
· This can be seen in the fact that 75% will
not
"support any candidate whose
commitment to Israel is unclear,
regardless of his/her other positions." At
the same time, only 23% would support a
candidate if all they knew about him was
his position on Israel.
As for the specifics of their Middle
Eastern views, most of the surveyed UJA
leaders are fairly hawkish. 48% want Israel
to maintain permanent control over the
West Bank and Gaza; only 26 % disagree.
Only 26 % support the concept of shared
Israeli-Jordanian rule over the territories.
The idea of a Palestinian Arab state in the
West Bank is overwhelmingly rejected.
On issues other than Israel, the UJA
leaders cannot be easily characterized
although the majority fall on the liberal
side of the spectrum. They oppose nuclear
power (21 %-58%); tuition tax credits
(33% -58%); and quotas for minorities
(17%-68%.) They support a nuclear freeze
(85%-7%); more spending on social
programs (56%-18%) ; the death penalty
for murder (57%-26%); and government
funding of abortions (72%-15%).
In short, the poll demonstrates that
American Jews - like other Americans are divided on the central issues of our
time. United on Israel, but divided on
their vision for America, the Jewish
community is 88 multifaceted as the rest of
this very complex nation.
M.J . Rosenberg is_editor of Near East
Report from whi.ch this editorial is
reprinted.
use
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Nicaragua Without Jews
by Morton M. Rosenthal
Amid the upheavals that have wracked
Nicaragua since the Sandinists came to
power, one internal development has
escaped the attention of the world.
Nicaragua today is a country without
J ews, but not without anti-Semitism.
When Sandinists toppled the Somoza
regime in 1979, they succeeded in driving
the entire small Jewish community numbering about 50 - into exile.
The
Sandin is ts
commandeered
Managua's synagogue and today Sandinist
propaganda posters cover the four Stars of
David at the front entrance. The interior
is adorned with anti-Zionist posters.
Through the capital, J ewish-owned
property has been confiscated. Despite
appeals from the Anti-Defamation League
(ADL), the government of Nicaragua has
refused to address these human rights
violations.
Nicaraguan Jews, many of whom were
born in Nicaragua, attribute their plight to
their Jewishness and the unwillingness of
the Sandinists to dist inguish between the
Nicaraguan Jewish community and the
State of Israel. T he Sandinists' enmity
toward Israel and Nicaraguan Jews flows
from two sources: their long, close
relationship with the Palestine Liberation
Organization and the fact that Israel
sold
weapons
to
the
Somoza
pre-revolutionary government.
As far as the Israeli supply of weapons
to the Somoza government is concerned,
Nicaraguan Jews indignantly deny
accusations t hey were involved in these
transactions. They explain that Israel's
policy of selling weapons to the Somoza
government was based on a sense of
gratitude for Nicaraguan support at a time
of Israel's great peril in 1948. Struggling
for
its
very
existence
against
overwhelmingly superior Arab armies, the
newly established State found virtually all
sources of weaponry closed to it.
President Somoza acted as a discreet
middle-man, procuring arms that were
then transshipped to Israel.
Nicaraguan Jews also claim that
because of the close P.L.O.-Sandinist
relationship, Nicaraguans of Arab descent
were able to remain in Nicaragua and
continue their business activities, often
similar to those engaged in by Jews.
But the clouds over the Nicaraguan
J ewish community began to darken even
before the Sandinist victory. Sandinist
supporters painted on the synagogue walls
and elsewhere slogans such as " Israel,
J ews and Somoza - T he Same Thing."
The synagogue itself was firebombed in
1978 while the congregation was
worshipping inside. The men who threw

the bomb shouted, " Long live Sandino" as
their Jeep sped away. Many Jews received
threatening phone calls shortly before the
Sandinist victory warning "Jews, get out
of here."
Two years after my visit to Nicaragua, I
heard the Foreign Minister of Nicaragua,
Miguel d'Escoto, tell a meeting at the New
York headquarters of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews that
" there is no anti-Semitism in Nicaragua."
I brought to the Foreign Minister's
attention the fact that there are no Jews in
his country and that the Jews of
Nicaragua claimed that they were victims
of anti-Semitism.
The Foreign Minister immediately
introduced me to the First Secretary of the
Nicaraguan Mission to the United
Nations, Orlando Moncada Zapata, and
designated him as liaison to ADL on this
problem. This led to periodic discussions
and correspondence with Nicaraguan
government representatives on three
issues:
!)Conditions
under
which
Nicaraguan Jews could return to their
country; 2) The status of the synagogue;
and 3)Review of t he confiscation of the
J ewish-owned property.
We received no response on the first two
issues. On the third, we were told that the
government would review cases at our
request. Three were submitted, but we
received no response, as of May this
year.
When the Human Rights Committee
met at the United Nations this year in
April, members were asked about the
status of the Nicaraguan Jewish
community.
The
Nicaraguan
representative, Vice-Minister of Justice
Arguello, told the committee that the
Governing Junta had assigned the
synagogue building to the Association of
Sandinist Children to be used for social
purposes. He added, "Should the owners
of the building request that it should again
be a place of worship, the Government
Junta would evaluate that request in the
context of religious freedom."
This is a meaningless promise in a
country without Jews.
Given the failure of the government of
Nicaragua to respond to ADL's
. long-standing requests and the forced exile
·of Nicaraguan J ews, it seems unlikely that
the Governing Junta will soon be faced
with the question of restoring the
synagogue as a place of worship.
Nicaragua cannot have Judaism
without J ews, even though it has
demonstrated, like Poland, the possibility
of anti-Semitism without Jews.
Rabbi Rosenthal is Director of the Latin
American Affairs Department of the ADL.

Fragm~nted Israel
Although the outcome of the Israeli
election is seemingly inconclusive, the
voters may actually have reached some
important decisions.
Given Israel's severe economic problems
with 400-percent inflation and given the
ambiguous outcome of its costly invasion
of Lebanon, the opposition Labor Party
should have scored a considerable victory.
If it could not win in these circumstances,
it is hard to see what more would be
needed to achieve a mandate. Labor's
tenuous margin over the incumbent Likud
Party has to be judged tantamount to a
defeat. On these results, the strength of
the religious parties and the small
right-wing parties makes it likely that
Likud, not Labor, will better be able to
organize a viable governing coalition.
Having dominated Israel's politics most
of the time during the country's first 30
years of independence, Labor was ousted
in 1977. This is the third election in which
it has done less well than it hoped and
expected. Fonner Prime Minister Shimon
Peres's days as party leader must rapidly
be dwindling down.
More profoundly, the party established
by Israel's immigrants from Europe has
clearly lost the political initiative to Likud
and smaller parties that draw their
strength from immigrants from the rest of
the Mideast. To these voters, the tough
foreign and military policies of Prime
Minister , Yitzhak Shamir and his
predecessor, Menachem Begin, have
strong appeal.
The prospects for a fu rther development
of the peace process that began with the
Camp David agreements were cloudy
before the election. Monday's voting
darkens them . Labor was expected to halt
additional Israeli settlements in the most
heavily Arab areas and negotiate

intensively with Jordan under terms of
enhanced political autonomy for the Arabs
living on the West Bank.
It would be unwise, therefore, to infer
that the government likely to emerge from
the coming days and possibly weeks of
interparty politicking will necessarily be a
weak government. David Ben Gurion,
Golda Meir, and Menachem Begin have
demonstrated
that
the
consensus
underlying Israeli democracy is wider than
its surface divisions would suggest.
Reprinted from the Boston Globe.
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Black & Jewish Amity
by Kennth Bialkin
There are differences of opinion
between many blacks and Jews but t hese
do not now amount to a crisis and should
not be permitted to be made into a conflict
that obscures the good feelings that the
two communities have traditionally had
fo r each other. To mark the end of the
Democratic National Convention - and
perhaps to help keep the rhetoric from
escalating during what remains of the
political year - it may be useful to try to
sort out the issues:
1. The Rev. J esse Jackson: Mr. Jackson
is rhetorically gifted. He has touched deep
chords in the black community, and it is
dangerous for black leaders and
Democratic politicans to criticize him. His
repudiation of Louis Farrakhan's latest
bigoted obscenities and his moving call at
the convention for intergroup harmony
and reconciliation is of course welcome.
More difficult is the question of whether
his denials of anti-Semitism should be
credited at face value in the light of a long
record of dismaying statements and
events. There remains also the problem of
his stated views and policies, which are
typically pro-third world, anti-Israel and
highly critical of policies generally
regarded as centrist in America. If he were
not regarded as critical to a large black
voter turnout, undoubtedly there would be
greater focus r n and criticism of his
conduct and his policies. To some,
apparently, hie views make no difference.
2. Black-Je•,ish issues: Understandably,
most Jews fe ,I threatened by Mr. Jackson.
But they do not oppose the black
communit~·, nor have they weakened or
reduced t:1eir support for black concerns:
They hr,ve voted for black candidates in
greater proportion than other nonblack
groups, and support and finance social and
economic issues of importance to blacks to
at least the same degree as the most
enlightened elements of our society. True,
many Jews regret and resent that some
black leaders are outspoKen opponents of
Israel and supporters of thrid-world
nationalism , but we also know that most
blacks and particularly black lel(islators

on the increase among blacks, particularly
younger, more politically conscious blacks.
Black sympathies reportedly average
about 2-1 pro-Israel, as compared to about
5-1 for whites. In addition, polls show that
in recent elections, in California, Chicago
and Philadelphia, Jews voted for black
candidates in far greater proportion than
whites generally. So the issues that divide
us do not justify the extreme positions
that have been reported,
_ We are not at the apocalypse, but we

and elected officials support Israel,
although perhaps not as strongly as the
public generally. In this sense, many of the
most virulent black spokesmen do not
reflect their communities' views.
Blacks may be unhappy with Jews, but
it is not clear just how far such an attitude
goes. Several reasons are assigned. Some
blacks are, of course, influenced by Mr.
Jackson and are disappointed that he has
drawn such criticism and lack of support
from Jews. But a greater unhappiness
derives from a perception that Jews do not
sufficiently support the kind of
affirmative action most black leaders want
introduced
more quickly -in the
mainstream of economic life.
T hey feel let down after generations of
outspoken Jewish activism against racial
and religious discrimination. Such a
feeling ignores the fact that Jewish
community is not of one mind on these
issues
and
that
many
Jewish
organizations, while fully supportive of
black aspirations and of affirmative action
programs, oppose any racial, religious or
sexual quotas or preferences except in
certain remedial situations.
Polls have shown that most blacks feel
the same way. The Anti-Defamation
League of the B 'nai B'rith has vigorously
advocated affirmative action programs for
educational
and
employment
opportunities, to foster training and
provide community support for all less
advantaged people. The national debate
on these issues continues. Let it continue
without rancor or exaggerated prejudice.
Unfortunately, there are some Jews who
are prejudiced against blacks and some
blacks who are prejudiced against Jews,
but they do not and should not reflect or
direct their communities. The most
extreme statements usually come from
these sources.
3. Is there then a crisis? Feelings in
some quarters are running high. The
National Journal, in an analysis of various
opinion surveys, reported in May that
opinions critical of Jews and Israel are
more prevalent among blacks than among
non-Jewish whites, and are unfortunately

must face these issues openly, honestly
and with a spirit of dialogue and
cooperation. What is needed is greater
recognition that the forces that bind us
together are greater than those that would
tear us apart.

Kenneth Bia/kin is national chairman
of the ADL, and chairman of the
Co nference of Presidents of Major
American
Jewish
Organizations.
Reprinted from the N. Y. Times.

Israel Makes Decisions
The disheartening news from lsrael's
political garden is that the weeds are
crowding out the flowers. The center .is
failing against the fringes. Democracy
flourishes, but government flounders.
Only a third of the electorate wants to
keep the regime of recent years. Yet only a
third prefers the Labor establishment of
the past. Still another third has elected a
dozen sectarian parties or individuals who
are now in position to impose their
minority views on both hungry parties
shopping for a frail majq_rity in the
Knesset.
Whatever cabinet is thus basted
together is bound to fall apart before long.
And it cannot possibly pursue coherent
economic or strategic policies.
Israel thus finds itself without a
consensus, and without a prospect of
consensus, about how to tame a runaway
inflation, how to disengage from a
still-costly occupation in Lebanon or how
to deal with an unabsorbable population of
more than a million Palestinian Arabs.
After three decades of mostly external
trauma, Israel's main challenge· now is
internal, and systemic. Its politics not only
respects dissent but rewards dissenters
with disproportionate influence. The most
extreme of them are poles apart, but
instead of strengthening the moderate
middle, this division only pulls them
further apart.
Hostile Arab and Communist factions
on one side and Jewish terrorists like Meir
Kahane on the other now have to be
reckoned with irr the tawdry maneuvering.

Already-serious social strains between
European and Middle Eastern Jews will be
further aggravated by the fundamentalist
demands of intolerant religious factions .
Meanwhile the casualties in Lebanon
will continue to mount. And a 400 percent
inflation threatens economic ruin, despite
enormous aid from the United States.
Valiant, gifted Israel deserves better.
Yet its well-wishers around the world
cannot help until it musters the strength
to reorganize. Israelis are not nearly as
fragmented as their politicians, but they
cannot coalesce in a political system that
so hugely rewards the disgruntled and the
idiosyncratic.
The strongest government now would
be a coalition of the two major parties,
incompatible though their main policies
are. Let such a coalition devote itself to a
single objective: a redesign of the voting
system and a new, clarifying election.
Where none can govern, none can prosper.
Reprinted-from N. Y. Times

SUMMER DANCE
The Adult Singles Group of Temple
Emanuel, Newton Center, Mass., will hold
a Summer Dance on Sunday evening, July
29, beginning at 8:00 p.m. The Dance will
be held in the Community Hall of the
Temple, 385 Ward St., Newton Ctr.
All singles in the New England area, 38
years of age and older are invited to this
dance. Admission is $6.00 per person.
Chester Rubin, Director of Youth and
Adult Activities at Temple Emanuel is
advisor to the Adult Singles Group.
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Natio~al/World News
Reactions To Jackson Speech
SAN FRANCISCO (JTA) - The Rev.
Jesse Jackson, in his speech to the
Democratic National Convention, made a
strong appeal for reconciliation with those
he had offended during his campaign,
including the Jewisli community.
Jackson said, "If in my low moments, in
word, deed or attitude, through error of
temper, taste or tone, I have caused
anyone discomfort, created pain or revived
someone's fear, that was not my truest
self. If there were occasions when my
grape turned into a raisin and my joy bell
lost its resonance, please forgive me.
Charge it to my head and not my heart." A
wide variety of reactions from Jewish
leaders followed the Jackson speech.
NEW YORK (JTA) - Jewish political
figures and leaders of Jewish organizations
generally agreed that the Rev. Jesse
Jackson went a long way to heal the
breach between Jews and Blacks when he
struck a conciliatory tone during his
address to the Democratic national
convention in San Francisco.
But many agreed that one speech could
not close the wounds and ease the pain
and anguish that Jackson caused during
the past months by his "Hymie" and
"Hymietown" remarks and his steadfast
refusal to disavow altogether Muslim
leader Louis Farrakhan beyond distancing
himself from Farrakhan's most vitriolic
anti-Semitic statements.
While acknowledging that Jackson can
be a "force for good," Henry Siegman,
executive director of the American Jewish
Congress, said that "Unfortunately too
often in the past he has used his talents in
a divisive manner.
"One speech does not undo all that has
gone, before," he continued. "But we are
encouraged by his efforts to heal the
wounds, and hope that this is the road he
will pursue in the future."
Howard Friedman, president of the
American Jewish . Committee, said he
hoped the conciliatory tone of Jackso_n's
speech "sustains itself in the commg
weeks and is further reinforced by Rev.
Jackson in both words and deeds." He
added, "We hope the clouds that hovered"
over relations ·between Blacks and Jews
"have lifted."
Nathan Perlmutter, national director of
the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, said that while he welcomed
Jackon's statements, "We nonetheless
vigorously differ with his politics of
appeasement of tyrants," a reference to
Jackson's recent meetings with Cuban
leader Fidel Castro and others who
Perlmutter charged are "echo chambers
for anti-Zionist and anti-American
propaganda, all with failed human rights
marks."

Remarks Should Have Come Earlier
At the convention in the Moscone
Center, Rep. Henry Waxman (D. Calif.)
was interviewed immediately after the
Jackson speech. He agreed that the tone of
the speech would help to build the bridge
between the two communities. But, he
added, "months of hurt can't be healed in
one speech."
San Francisco Mayor Dianne Feinstein,

interviewed by reporters, said that the
· speech will help ease tensions between
Blacks and Jews but added that it should
have come sooner. Los Angeles City
Councilman Zev Yaroslavsky also praised
the speech but added that "it's too bad he
didn't say this long before, thus avoiding
the breach and pain resulting from his
remarks."
Earlier Jackson said in an appearance
on the NBC-TV "Meet the Press"
program that he regretted remarks that
may have alienated the Jewish community
during his campaign for the Democratic
Presidential nomination, and said he felt
there was a need for a "summit meeting"
between Blacks and Jews very soon.
Jackson had recently infuriated the
American Jewish community when he
charged in an interview with The Los
Angeles
Times
that the J eW1Sh
community leadership has sought to make
him a "pariah"_and that likely Democratic
Presidential candidate Walter Mondale
did not choose him as his running mate
because of "threats" to the former vice
president by a "significant number of
Jewish leaders."

Hopes Deeds Will Match Words
Alleck Resnick, Zionist Organization of
America president, said Jackson appears
"sincere" in his attempt to bridge the gaps
between the two communities. He said he
hoped Jackson would "follow up his words
of conciliation with responsible action and
constructive
dialogue
at
reducing
tensions" between Blacks and Jews.
Rabbi Zov-Aharoni Fisch, executive
director of the Herut Zionists of America,
said Jackson "has a propensity for making
apologetic statements when they are to his
political advantage. We have heard too
many apologies ... This time around we
will not accept apologies but a long and
unbroken chain of actual deeds which
reflect that he is ready to abandon the
anti-Jewish rhetoric of his political
campaign."
Balfour Brickner, Senior Rabbi of the
Stephen Wise Free Synagogue in New
York City, said: "Jesse has reached out to
the Jewish community. As a Jew and a
rabbi, I accept his act of repentance.
Where he hurts, he now seeks to heal. He
has spoken with courage and, I believe,
with great sincerity."
Rabbi David Saperstein, director of the
Religious Action Center of ~he Union of
American Hebrew Congregations based m
Washington, praised Jackson for the
"generous and conciliatory tone he
adopted." He said Jackson can "stimulate
the process of reconciliation that
responsible Black and Jewish leaders have
been engaged in for the past several
months . . . The extent of Jackson's
contribution to this effort will be
measured . . . by the words he speaks to
the Black community and to the nation in
the months and years to come."
Rabbi Marvin Hier, dean of the Los
Angeles based Simon Wiesenthal Center,
said "It was an eloquent and stirring
ad<hess which if reflected in Rev.
Jackson's future action and policies could
go a long way to mending strained

relations between two traditionally
aligned communities. "Hier, also urged
Jackson to endorse a proposed resolution
submitted to the Democratic National
Committee
which
~ondemns
anti-Semitism. The resolution h~
received the support of Mondale an
Colorado Senator Gary Hart.
.
The Americans For a Safe Israel said:
"We have not forgotten that Je_sse
Jackson has been making ant1-Sem1t1c
statements for many years. During the
recent campaign Jackson walked over_the
Jewish community and others m spiked
boots. Asking for forgiveness after the
poison has been deliberately rele~ed from
the bottle and the air polluted with hate 1s
not enough." The statement w":" signed by
Herbert Zweibon, AFSI chairman 8:°d
Rabbi Avraham Weiss, AFSI executive
committee member.

Soviet Judaeophobia
Probed In New ADL Book
NEW YORK, NY - Anti-Semitism in
the Soviet Union is analyzed in
comprehensive and graphic detail in a
664-page book just published by the
Freedom Library of the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith.
Entitled "Anti-Semitism in the Soviet
Union: Its Roots and Consequences" the
book contains over 30 articles by leading
authorities - Sovietologists, historians,
scientists and other scholars from the
Soviet Union as well as the United States,
Europe and Israel - who probe Soviet
Judaeophobia from many perspectives political, historical social, religious and
cultural.
In a foreword by Kenneth J . Bialkin,
AOL's national chairman, it is described
as "important . . . and disquieting . . . a
devastating picture , . . of a society gone
mad on anti-Semitism."
Developed as an educational tool for
students and educators, the book is also
recommended for clergymen of all faiths,
political leaders and the general reader.
In its detailed analysis of the scope and
variations in the Soviet treatment of its
Jewish population, the work includes
papers presented · at two international
conferences on the subject, one in
Jerusalem and the other in Paris; articles
from both Jewish and Russian Samizdat
(underground press) , excerpts from Soviet
publications, an analysis of several
decades of Soviet anti-Semitic political
cartoons, and in-depth studies of different
aspects of Soviet political anti-Semitism.
Included also is a comparison showing the
kinship of Soviet anti-Semitica with both
the anti-Jewish canards of the Russian
Black
Hundreds,
an
anti-Semitic
movement of Czarist times, and the Nazis.
The following are included among the
essays:
Historical
Roots
of
"The
Anti-Semitism in the U.S.S.R." by
Shmuel Ettinger, head of the Department
of Jewish History, Hebrew University of
Jerusalem.
- "The Reasons for Anti-Semitism in
the U.S.S.R." by A. Voronel, Professor of
Physics, Tel Aviv University.
- "The Soviet Protocols of the Elders
of Zion" by Dr. William Korey, Director,
In'ternational · Policy· Research, B'nai·
B'rith .
" Israel as a Factor in Soviet
Anti-Semitism" by Umberto Terracini, a
founder of the Italian Communist Party
and former · president of the Italian
Parliament.
- "Soviet Anti-Semitism and Jewish
Scientists"
by
Laurent
Schwartz,
Professor of Faculty of Sciences of Paris.
- "The Slavophile Revival and Its
Attitude to Jews" by Emanuel Litvinoff,
director of the Contemporary Jewish
Library, London.
, The book was edited and has a preface
by Theodore Freedman, director of ADL's
Intergroup Relations Division. It was
published as a cooperative project of ADL,
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, the
Center for Research and Documentation
of Eastern European Jewry, and the
National Conference on Soviet Jewry.
"Anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union: Its
Roots and Consequences" is available hardcover at $35 each and paperback at
$16.95 each - from the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith, 823 United
Nations Plaza, New York. NY 10017.

B'nai B'rith Offers
Meeting With Jesse
Jackson
WASHINGTON
B'nai B'rith
International offered earlier this week to
convene a meeting with the Rev. Jesse
Jackson "at the earliest possible date" to
revitalize the coalition between Jews and
blacks.
Gerald Kraft, B'nai B'rith president,
said in a telegram to the Democratic
presidential candidate that the Jewish
organization "is deeply gratified" by his
"compelling pleas" for the revi val of
Jewish-black unity.
"We agree that our history together has
been blessed with a shared commitment to
peace and justice and that we must
dedicate ourselves to understanding and
mending the hurt and disappointments
each side has felt in recent days and
years," Kraft said.
The B'nai B'rith leader told Jackson
that many Jews "have been profoundly
distressed" by the divisive events of the
campaign. "But we welcome your speech
as a first step in a necessary and promising
process of reconciliation and healing,"
Kraft said.
"As Jews and blacks, we must draw
strength from our mutual history and
dreams and move on, as you so eloquently
said, to a higher ground."
. . _
·
Kraft added that this does · not mean
that Jews will agree on all issues that
divide them from blacks, "but we must
make every effort to understand and to
learn from each other's hopes and
experiences."

A Gala Evenin,; at Rosecliff, once again
will highlight at schedule of summer parties to benefit the Rhode Island Chapter of
the American Cancer Society. Mrs. Leland
Jones is chairwoman of this event which
will take place on the evening of August
18th. Governor and Mrs. Joseph Garrahy
are-the Honorary Chairpersons.
In addition to the Ball which will have
an open bar, hor d'oeuvres and dessert,
there will be a pre-dinner event for an additional charge. The ball will once again
feature Jack Jesse and his orchestra for
dancing.
Information about reservations is available by calling the American Cancer Society at 831-6970.
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rael: Inflation Eats Shekel

Israeli Team At Olympics

continued from pag~ I)

pposition leaders naturally
lk about the terrible state of the
"'
y, and government leaders try to
per,,d'ade us that we never had it so good.
"There's more to the economy than
inflation," said Prime Minister Yitzchak
Shamir.
For its part, the National Religious
Party tries to persuade the voters that
only they can save Shabbat as the national
day of rest. Torn by internal strife, the
party must diffuse the strength of its
message by warning that a vote for one of
the other religious slates running for office
will be a wasted vote.
There are no breaks between the various
parties' spots, and no spot takes more than
a couple of minutes. Every party has an
equal time base, with additional time
alloted in ratio to the number of Knesset
members a party now has in office. The
major parties thus have more time at their
disposal, but break it up into short
segments interspersed with the other spots
at recurrent intervals.
Faced with the dizzying kaleidoscope of
presentations racing past him, the view
who bothered to turn on his or her TV is
left with one overwhelming impression:
the real winners in electronic-age
electioneering are the public relations firm
and the people they hire. A measure of the
complete professionalism of these firms is
that some of them have switched parties
since the 1981 elections.
"I'll back anybody who pays my price,"
one p.r. expert told me.
In spite of the slickness of their
presentations, however, the image-makers
have not succeeded in brightening up what
has so far remained a lackluster campaign.
Voters are serious about the importance of
the election, but often unhappy about the
choice they have reluctantly made.
Like many voters who have decided to
opt for the Labor Alignment, our
insurance executive friend Rafi has
decided that the overriding issue is the
economy. For this reason, he would have
liked to vote for former (Likud government)
Finance Minister Yigal Horowitz, who is
heading his own slate, in this election.
However, he Jee ls that the necessity for
removing the present Likud government
from office before recovery can take place
requires that every possible vote go to
Labor, the only party that can possibly get
enough votes to set up an alternative
government.
The issue of the economy will also be
Rachel's primary motivation in voting for
the Labor Alignment. In her case, she
would have preferred to vote for Shinui
(Change) , · the middle-of-the-road party
that stands for electoral reform and
adoption of a code of ethical practices for
Knesset
members.
However,
she
remembers the unhappy example of Dash,
the party whose success at the polls in
1977 took votes from Labor and was
largely responsible for the ascension of the
first Likud government.
Conversely, Niki would like to see the
Labor Alignment Win the election, but will
vote for Shinui, on the assumption that its
Knesset members will vote with Labor in
forming a new government. She is
satisfied with the caliber of the top people
on Labor's list, but feels that Shinui
Knesset and members Amnon Rubinstein
and Mordechai Virshubski exerted an

influence far beyond the relative strength
of their small party in the last Knesset
and should be returned to office.
Drastic Measures Needed
Moe, an economist, feels that only a
government with a strong majority can
take the drastic measures necessary to
reform the economy, so he too will vote
Labor. But he wishes he could feel free to
vote for Shulmit Aloni's Citizens' Rights
party which he says stands for everything
he believes in.
Likud voters I have talked to miss the
charisma of Menachem Begin, but feel a
loyalty to the party that transcends other
considerations. One such is Yitzchak, who
says that he could never bring himself to
vote for a list headed by Labor
Alignment's Shimon Perez. He too is
having difficulties in supporting his family
and paying his large mortgage payments,
but he doesn't hold the Likud responsible.
"We're caught in a world-wide
recession," he said.
As the shekel continued to plummet in
value and the Likud continued to lag
behind Labor in pre-election polling,
Finance Minister Yigal Cohen-Orgad was
being pressured by his Government
colleagues to try to perform the kind of
"election-economics" miracle that had
saved the party in the 1981 elections.
Other observers expressed the opinion that
the economic situation was beyond saving.
Meanwhile, a burgeoning black market
was attracting many hitherto law-abiding
citizens with its offers of one -third more
in dollars for their shekels than they could
receive according to the offical rate of
exchange.
Jittery Israelis know that no matter who
wins the election , the road to economic
recovery that must start after the elections
will be a long and difficult journey.

New Israeli Consul To N.E.
Mr. Cur's successor is Mr. Arthur
Avnon who will be arriving in mid-July.
This will be Mr. Avnon's second tour of
duty in the United States; his first posting
here was at the Consulate General of Israel
in Houston, Texas where he served as Consul from 1975 - 1980.
Mr. Avnon has since served at the North
American Desk at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Jerusalem. Mr. Avnon is married
to Dina and is a father to two daughters,
Carmit and Dalit.
Consul of Israel Shlomo Gur· has completed his two year tour of duty at the Consulate General of Israel in Boston. Mr.
Gur, who previously served at the Israeli
Embassy in Kingston, Jamaica, is returning to his home in Israel at the end of July.

WONDER GO-FER
will go-fer your
tags, rags, dogs,
gives rides, shop for you,
meet the plane,
wait for repairmen
and MUCH MORE

The Israeli Olympic Team are shown
departure for Los Angeles. (JTA Photo).
. (JTA) - The entourage of 56 includes
38 athletes, 12 coaches and 6 officials.
Samuel Lalkin is chief of mission. Uri
Afek, of the Ministry of Education, is
deputy chief. Some of the athletes have
been in the United States for several
months, training with coaches at colleges
and sports clubs. They joined their
teammates at the Olympic Village
yesterday.
Israel is not represented in any of the
team sports
men's or women's
basketball, field hockey, team handball,
soccer, volleyball or water polo. Of the 33
competing in 10 of the other 16 sports,
very few have the possibility of winning
medals. Israel is among 120 countries
which did not win a medal from 1960 to
1980.
.
Although security will be the watchword
during their stay in the U.S. members of
the team will enjoy visits to the usual
tourist attractions, Ben Zeev said. They
will also participate 'in five or six major
community events, scheduled so as not to
interfere with training, so that members of
the local community can meet the
standard bearers of farael on the fields of
sport.
Visiting southern California and
meeting relatives and friends is not reason
enough to send a team to the Olympics,
Ben Zeev said. It is estimated that the 25
nations which won medals from 1960 to
1980 committed an average of $2 million
for each medal won. Israel has invested
approximately $1 million on its entire
program from 1980 to 1984.
Israel spread such comparatively small
sums on a dozen or more sports in order to
give world-class opportunities to as many
athletes as possible, Ben Zeev noted. It is
hoped that in the future such
participation will result in more attention
paid to the Olympic sports so that Israel
can enter the ranks of medal-winning
nations.
In order to maintain security and to
interfere as little as possible with training
schedules, all appearances of Israeli team
members are beihg coordinated through ,
the Israeli Consulate. Most events will
require advance registration, and will not
be open to 'walk-ins'.
/
Olympic Team Members:
Members of the Israeli Olympic team
are·

FRED SPIGEL'S
243 Reservoir Ave, Providence 461-0425

99c

FRESH BROILERS

1b.

232-0387
NEW HOME OF

UJA(J, /t,fllJ, ltiiA.., RPJVJIJIUJlit
762 HOPE STREET
PROVIDENCE, A.I. 02906

751-5010
We serve only the finest.
At C.. Mi. we think you deserve that.
Hours 5 p.m.-10 p.m. Wednesday-Sunday

ROSOFF HALF
SOUR PICKLES

qt. i•• $1.19

~ Hebrew National Romanian

$4.99

lb.

LONDON BROIL OR
SANDWICH STEAKS

$2.39

lb.

RHODE ISLAND'S ONLY

YACHTING: Eldad Amir, Yehuda
Atedji, · Shimshon
Broman,
Eitan
Fridlander, Yoel Sela.
TRACK
&
FIEW:
Yitzhak
Ben-Molech, Mark Handelsman, Maya
Bentzur, Arye Ga.mliel, Sasg Sheintov, .
Yehuda Zadok.
FENCING: Nilli Drori, Shlomo Eyal,
Moshe Chumut, Haim Hatoel, Lydia
Hatoel, Itzhak Hatoel.
BOXING: Yehuda Ben Haim, Shlomo
Niazov.
SHOOTING: Yair Davidovitz, Itzchak
Yonassi, Gary Aramist.
WEIGHTLIFTING: Meir Daloya
GYMNASTICS: Nancy Goldsmith,
Liat Haninovits, Yohanan Moya!, Limor
Fridman, Yaacov Levy.
SWIMMING: Yoram Kochavy, Hadar
Rubinstein, Eyal Shtigman, Yaron Eilati.
JUDO: Eddy Koaz, Yona Melnik,
Moshe Ponte.
CANOEING: Aviram Mizrahi
ATHLETICS: Zehava Shmuel
TENNIS: Amos Manddorf

Thousands Of Falashas
In Israel
JERUSALEM (JTA) - The Jewish
Agency confirmed recently for the first
time that thousands of Falashas Ethiopian Jews - are in Israel. According
to data released by its immigration and
absorption department, about a quarter of
Ethiopian Jewry now lives in Israel, more
than half of them under 18 and only five
percent over 60 years of age.
This information was disclosed after
reporters were taken on a tour of
absorption centers in northern Israel by
Haim Aharon, head of the immigration
and absorption department. Aharon said
the Agency changed its policy of not
publicizing the Falasha presence in
response to what he said were unfounded
media reports about problems of Falasha
presence in response to what he said were
unfounded media reports about problems
of Falasha immigrants.

·

We Take Better Care Of
Your Body
• Personalized Instruction
• Professional Dance Floor
• No Contracts
Aerobic Weight Lifting • Women 's Karate
• Aerobics • Modern ·Jazz Classes
• Larry Miller - Licensed Massage Therapist

PHONE NOWI

PLATE PASTRAMI

COMPLETE KOSHER DELI

~ident Herzog before their

"'BETTER THAN EVER~

KOSHER MEAT MARKET

..Man..-I.u.ei. .Q.WY-

with I

831-4591
Convenient East Side Lo_
c ation!
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Around Town
by Dorothea Snyder
"Rabbi Chaim Pearl rejtivenau,d our
Synagogue. He started things on an
upward
climb,
teaching
classes,
congregational events, " says Dr. Barry
Weisman.
Seconds later, Rabbi Pearl steps out of
the kitchen, both hands gripping a huge
teppel of com smoldering in boiling water.
"He's also a cook today," adds Dr.
Weisman, who together with Ed
Gershman, co-chaired a Glatt Kosher
Picnic Cookout at Congregation Ohawe
Sholam last week.
Carl Passman is the Synagogue's
president. I can remember my joy in seeing
the construction at Congregation Ohawe
Sholam's site from its ground-breaking
beginnings to the completion of a new
house of worship in Rhode Island. It is not
often that the community experiences a
building of a dream.
"It's been a dream I've lived with for 25
years. The land belonged to us," he said.
" We wanted to leave our Synagogue at
High Street in Pawtucket and come to
East Avenue where many of our
congregants had settled. We waited until
t he occupants who leased the land left. For
25 years, we tried to get it together. After
25 years, the realization came to pass. "
T he man with that dream, shared by
many, looks with great pride to the formal
opening of t he Synagogue's newly founded
Sunday School in September. "There are
lots of people unaffiliated in this area," he
says. "We are trying to attract them."
P roceeds from t he Glatt Kosher Picnic
Cookout are channeled to the Torah Fund,
according to Carl Passman. "The letters
from eight or nine Torahs have to be
re-written. A scribe has finished one
Torah. The second is on its way," he says.
Great pleasure shone from Carl's eyes as
he viewed the cheerful and hungry
youngsters, t heir parents, grandparents
and friends . " I think it's wonderful we're
doing something like this. Any activity
that brings people together for prayer and
for fun is wonderful."

TOGETHER FOR PRAYER AND
FOR FUN

An overall scene of the Glatt Kosher Picnic Cookout on the grounds at
Congregation Ohawe Sholam at East Avenue in Pawtucket. At center stands
picnic co-chairman Ed Gershman and Betty Berger. Seated at right is Peter
Berger and Frances Weisman. (Photos by Dorothea Snyder)

~

Relishing an ear of corn is Abigail
Pearlman.

Cooks -Evelyn Brown and Ed Gershman prepare to serve hot dogs and
hamburgers to from left, Samuel Shlevin, Ruth Passman, Rabbi Avi Shafran,
Peter Berman and Eleanor Gershman. "It was a fabulous, excellent affair," Ed
Gershman says. "Since the Picnic, people have asked me when are we going to
have it again. "

Rabbi Chaim Pearl, at right, takes a moment out from serving corn to pose
with co-chairman Dr. Barry Weisman, left, an-d Aaron Feinman, center.

Baby Moishe Prescott will have to wait awhile for picnic fare. Serving him his
bottle is his mother Rifka. At the table is Elie Estrin.

"Enjoy, enjoy" with from clockwise, Jack Levin, Miriam Plitt, Arlene
Goldstein, Goldie Goldstein, Gert Fine, Esther Kramer, Mort Fine and Minnie
Gordon. "Everything is delicious, " says Arlene Goldstein who also assisted in
the cooking department. "We're attempting to get people and groups together
and try many new activities.

---~--'--·--~---·-------~--~ -- .
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Educatio·n
BJE's Israel Study Program

',.

t.
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(Left to Right) Some of the community's high schoolers studying in Israel
include: Jeffrey Josephson, Laurie Strauss, Susan Gold, Leslie Freedman,
Marjorie Ingall, Michael Kaufman, Boris Tabenkin, and Erica Kamin.
variety of programs including Ulpanim,
study at Hebrew University, and Yad
Va'Shem. At the Bureau's annual meeting
Sara Zucker received the
Youth
Leadership Award for her involvement on
the Brown campus in Jewish affairs,

The Bureau of Jewish Education of
Rhode Island is committed to the
singularity of study in Israel on shaping
Jewish identity. With funding provided by
the Jewish Federation of Rhode Island,
dozens of Jewish high schoolers and
collegians are encouraged to participate in
a broad spectrum of study programs.
High school students studying in Israel
include: Leslie Freedman, Susan Gold,
Marjorie Ingall, Jeffrey Josephson, Erica
Kamin,
Patricia
Kaplan,
Michael
Kaufman, Denise Missry, Allison Page
and Laurie Strauss, They are participating
in the Ramah, Let's Go Israel and NFTY
programs.
College students receiving awards
include: Lisa Cohen, Joseph Friedman,
Lisa Kalechstein, Vicky Kaner, Irene
Margolin, Linda Segal, Ruth Anne
Vogelman, Sara Zucker and Joseph
Zimmerman, They are enrolled in a

Students Attend
Hebrew University
Over 400 students from about 30
countries - including such places as
Iceland, Finland, Mexico, Thailand,
Korea, Japan and Trinidad, in addition to
the major western countries are
attending the first semester of this year's
summer courses program at the Rothberg
School for Overseas Students of the

Sara Zucker was presented with the Youth Leadership Award by William
Melzer, Chairman of the Israel Study Committee at the Bureau's Annual
Meeting.
and graduate students, and the rest are
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Another
adults beyond college age, said Weinberg.
330 are expected for the second semester
There are also some Israelis who attend
in August.
t he summer program. The students from
They are taking courses, which are
abroad come from a variety of universities,
offered for college credit, such as the
including Harvard, Oxford, Yale, UCLA,
the
Archaeology
of
Jerusalem ,
the University of Chicago, the Sorbonne,
Contemporary Middle East, the History of
and McGill.
Israel, and the Jewish Background of
Also included among the students are
Early Christianity, plus such new offerings
Protestant
and
Catholic
Jewish
,
this year as Introduction to Biblical
clergymen
, college professors, teachers,
Prophecy, Religion and Politics in
social workers and people from a number
Jerusalem , International Terrorism as a
of other professions and occupations.
Political Tool, and Introduction to
Courses in the program are taught
Talmudic Thought,
primarily in English by regular University
"There's a record enrollment this year
staff. The second semester next month
in classical and modern Arabic courses,"
will include a contingent of 130 French
said Herbert Weinberg, director of the
speaking students, who will take courses
Department of Summer Courses and
taught
in that language.
Special Academic Programs at the
The summer courses program is more
Rothberg School. Also highly popular, as
t han just classroom study, as students in
in past years, is modern Hebrew, said
courses such as archaeology or the history
• Weinberg, which has the single highest
of Israel take field trips to visit the sites
enrollment of any course, Approximately
they learn about. In addition, trips,
80% of those enrolled are undergraduate
lectures, and special seminars are offered
to all students as extra-curricular

LET'S GET NUTS

activities.

Dried Fruits and Nuts
Gourmet Jelly beans $2.96 lb .
5 lb. bag Imported pistachios $20.00
Cashews $4.60 lb .
MANY MORE

We work with caterers
231-0435
789-9291
FREE HOME DELIVERY

1- (O".~c-~'a~~"( .1 to
~ e ....- ,,...,,-
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DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS
$395

Hunter Safety Course

(Includes Soup & Caesar Salad}
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

ARhode Island Hunter Education Course
will be held at the

434-7611

218 Warren Avenue, East Providence
Off Exit 5

195 East

TRINITARIO CLUB
Broad St., Providence
starting July 31, 1984

MARTY'S
KOSHER MEAT MARKET

467-8903 ·

-,.J
.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT JOE GOLEMBESKI

88½ Rolfe St., Cranston

RUTH ANoMAX ALPER IN
PINING ANo R£CRfATION HALL

;/.;"e. RUTH AM& SAMUEL MARKOFF
~

ARTS AND CRAff5 CENTER

1141-9676

Koshered Meats For You
New Parking Available Across the Street

.89

Empire Turkeys

lb.

9-14 lbs.

Flancken
Falls Chicken
Veal Patties

$2.19

lb.

-
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Early Evening Specials

&e,Ted lloa...tlat. 4 :30-6:30 aad All Day lla.aday -tll 7 p.m.

Choose from several delicious
entrees, including :

$.99

lb.

$2.29

lb.

Phone An Expert
Marty's Professional Service

• Sole Francais
•Jr.Prime Rib of Beef
• Bkd. Stuffed Shrimp• Chicken Francais
• Jr. N.Y. Sirloin
and many more
1557 BALD HILL ROAD

WARWICK, A.I.
8211- 2101

828· 2100

$6.95

-y

All din~e , ; mc lud e c hoice of Soup o r So,h1d.Potat o. Veg11 tabl 111 and Ro ll & Butt er
JOHN
FAICOT - - - N'IISUndoy
· - y • T~

THE TWO OF U S ~

W - y 11w

Join Us Before or J\/ler the Theatre
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Social Events
B'nai B'rith Women Install Officers

(Left to Right) Merri Shlesinger, Rec. Sec'y; Peggy Kaplan, Fund Raising V.P.;
Tedi Green, Commun. V.P.; Greta Steiner, Fin. Sec'y; Harriet Priest, Admin.
V.P.; Jo Anne Patter, Pres.; Lillian Mendelowitz, Member V.P.; Faye Goldman,
Program V.P.; Anne Bercovitz, Corr. Sec'y; Evelyn Zuckerman, Counselor;
Arlene Chorney, Treas.

Louise Anne Miller
Weds Richard J.
Mason
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Miller of 903
Hope St. , Providence, announce the
marriage of their daughter Louise Anne to
Richard J. Mason, son of George Mason
and the late Sadie Mason of Worcester,
Ma. on July 4, 1984 at the Chapel of
Temple Emanuel in Providence. Rabbi
Daniel Lieben officiated.
The bride was attended by her sisters
Wendy Suzman, Susan Zide and Kathy
Suzman. Samantha Zide was flower girl.
Joel Cohen was best man. A family dinner
followed the ceremony.
The bride is a graduate of Boston
University and received her master's
degree at Temple University. The groom is
a graduate of Dartmouth College.
The couple will make their home in
Worcester.

Local Boy Wins
Magazine Contest
David Reinstein, 8, a second-grader at
Providence Hebrew Day School has
recieved honorable mention in the
international story competition sponsored
by Cricket magazine.
David, the son of Gila and Lawrence
Reinstein of 170 Morris Ave., Providence,
won the award with a story entitled "The
Box That Never Ran Out Of Things." Gila
Reinstein says her son likes to write and
has done creative writing at Providence
Hebrew Day School.

Loren Dwares to Wed
George Redman
Ms. Shirley Gold of Cranston
announces the engagement of her
daughter, Loren Dwares to Paul Redman,
the son of Mr. and Mrs. George Redman of
Eut Providence.
.
Loren is a graduate of the R.I. College of
School of Nursing. Paul is presently
attending the University of R.I.
The wedding is planned for November
4, 1984.

Longmeadow Girl
Visits Israel
Hillary Mara Sisitsky, 17, daughter of
Sandi and Joel Sisitsky of Longmeadow,
Ma. and granddaugl!ter of Mollie Sin<lle of
Providence and Leon and Jean Sisitsky of
Spfed, Ma., is spending six weeks in Israel
with a tour sponsored by the New England
Federation of Temple Youth. Miss
Sisitsky, who recently gradu~ted from
Longmeadow High School, will enter
Simmons College, Boston, in the fall.
As a student at Longmeadow High,
Miss Sisitsky was a member of the
National Honor Society and participated
in the following activities: Honor Roll,
student government, Keyettes, Band,
Spanish Club, track and the senior play.
She also served as Secretary and Vice
(Springfield
President
of SPITY
Federation of Temple Youth), a member
of the Jr. Council of National Council of
Jewish Women and tutored Hebrew at
Sinai Temple of Springfield. She was also
named to Who's Who Among American
High School Students.
Hope Rachel Sisitsky, 13, will enter
Longmeadow High School in the fall .
Hope plays the piano and violin and took
part in the school orchestra, student
government, chorus and drama group in
Middle School. She is a secretary of
SPITY.
Alison Kate Sisitsky, 10, will enter fifth
grade in the fall. She plays the piano and
drums and participates in gymnastics,
drama and-soccer.

Dr. and Mrs. Marc S.
Weinberg Announce
Birth
Dr. and Mrs. Marc S. Weinberg of 82
Talbot Way, Seekonk, Massachusetts
announce the birth of their first child and
son, Adam Joshua, on July ll, 1984.
· Adam is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert M. Surdut of Cranston and Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Weinberg also of Cranston.
His great-grandparents are Mrs. Molly
Surdut and Mr. Isadore Shechtman.

At the recent cookout held at Congregation Ohawe Sholam in Pawtucket,
Aviva Jakubowica and her sister Rachel (left and . right) wer,e see'! eating
scrumptious morsels. (Photo by Dorothea Snyder) .

Daniel and Benjamin
Meyer Are B'nai Mitzvah
Daniel Stepl)en and Benjamin Lee
Meyer, twin sons of Major Ronald and
Sondra Meyer (nee Smith), celebrated
their B'nai Mitzvah on June 30 at Mosaic
Law Congregation in Scaramento,
Califo rnia.
Daniel and Benjamin are the younger
brothers of Joshua and the grandsons of
Cantor and Mrs. Jack Smith of Cranston
and Mr. and Mrs. E.E. Meyer of Walnut
Creek, California.
Cantor Smith changed the Shacchut
and Halle! service. Daniel and Benjamin
chanted the Rosh Hdoosh Torah Service
and Mussaf service. Daniel and Benjamin
are the great-grandsons of Jennie Salinger
of the RI. Jewish Home fo r the Aged, and
the late Rev. and Mrs. Meyer E. Smith.
Guests were present from Rhode Island,
New Jersey, Oregon and California.

Elmgrove ORT Plans
Game Night
Old and new members of Elmgrove
Chapter of ORT are invited to a couples'
night of Trivial Pursuit on August 11th, at
8 p.m., at the home of Jill Cohen, 441
Rochambeau Ave., Providence. A $10
donation is requested. Desserts will be
served. For additional information call
333-9636 or 463-8157.
GREATER PROVIDENCE JEWISH
SINGLES
Join us for Friday evening services
and an Oneg Shabat on Friday, July
29 at 7:35 p.m. in the sisterhood
lounge, Temple Emanu-El, 99 Taft
Avenue, Providence.

At y.,... SetYlce

MAID ARGUND THE CLGCK
The Unique Service in Rhode Island
•INSURED• BONDED• PROFESSIONALS
,A.
<l'

•Prot,,_ancl_C-·GorlalrieanclellOdean,

•Pllf1Ypr--.MrvinQancl-·-anclpot_, _ _

• Daily • Weekly • Monthly • Around the Clock •
• Whenever you like
·
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WHnME11 YOU'M IIOYINQ IN 011 OUT Oil' YOUII . . _,
CALL UI - TIii ~ Ol'EIT9
CALL FOIi AH ESTIMA1f 491·- or U1 · . . . 1
24 HOURS

-

7 DAYS A WEEK

MAID AR<9UND THE CLCDCK

THE SINGLES SCENE-

CENTER SINGLES
August 2 - Come to the JCC at 7:30
p.m. for a DISCUSSION/DESSERT
evening. The topic will be "Is It Love or
Infatuation?" Coffee and cake.
August 5 - State Treasurer Anthony
Solomon will speak to us on "Singles
Alert: Abandoned Property and
Unclaimed Funds" at our fabulous
Brunch at the JCC at 11 a.m. Babysitting
requests by August 1, please.
August 15 - Join us at the JCC at 7
p.m. for an evening of FUN AND
FROLIC' with wine and cheese and
dance-able music.
Our Singles Summer Softball Season is
about to start. Call for details.
If you would like to help out at any of
our activities, let us know. And, volunteers
attend the event at half price.
For further information or reservations,
call Judith Jaffe at 861-8809.
SHALOM SINGLES
Treat yourself to a wonderful 'vacation
day' in lovely Hull. Join Shalom Singles of
the South Area Jewish Community Center
on Sunday, August 19 for a beach party
and barbeque at a member's home. All
food and drinks will be provided. Bring a
bathing suit, towel, and beach chair and
meet at the Center, 1044 Central Street,
Stoughton to carpool at 11:45 a.m. The
party is limited to the first 25, so
pre-register now by calling Patti, 821-0030
or 341-2016.
The cost is $5.00 for members and $8.50
for
non-members. Pre-payment is
required by Tuesday, August 14th.

DAILY RENTALS
'19B4MOOELS

s19ss

per
day

43B-0400
ELMWOOD DODGE
625 Taunton Ave .
East Providence, R.I.
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May We Suggest ...
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---DRAMA---

Armin Landeck: Prints and
Drawings, through Aug. 26, RISO Art
Museum, 224 Benefit St., Providence.
. . . RIC Faculty Exhibit, through Aug.
28; Bannister Gallery, Rhode Island
College.
. . . Later Indian Costumes, June
1-Sept. 16, RISO Art Museum, 224
Benefit Street, Providence.
Newport Art Museum, six new
exhibits, through to July 29; for more
information call 847-0 179.
. . . Portrait of a Patron, through to
Oct. 7, RISO Art Museum, 224 Benefit
Street, Providence.
Style and Identity: Chinese
Costumes Under Manchu Rule,
through to Sept. 30, RISO Art Museum,
22 Benefit Street, Providence.
. . . Exhibit of Technological Art,
Wadsworth
Atheneum,
Hartford,
Connecticut; ·through to September 2.
... Wickford Arts Festival, July 7 and
8; historic Wickford Village; 10 a.m.-7
p.m. both days.
.. . . Elaine Goodman Mills Exhibit,
through to Aug. 12, Center for the Arts,
Westerly.
.. Alexandra Bowes Exhibit, through
to Sept. 14, Main Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, URI, Kingston, R.I.
. .. 18th and 19th Century Glass,
through to Aug. 26 RISO Museum of Art,
224 Benefit St., Providence. Examples of
European and America molded and blown
glass will be on display.
... The Big Picture: Selectiqns from
the Permanent Collection, through to
Sept. 23, RISO Art Museum, 224 Benefit
St., Providence.
. . . Lecture by Richard Merkin,
painter, July 25, 8 p.m.; RISO
Auditorium, 2 Canal Street, Providence;
free.

... Medea, July 26-Sept. 2, Rhode Island
Theatre,
Swanhurst,
Shakespeare
Bellevue Avenue, Newport; 8 p.m.; call
theatre for ticket reservations .
. .. Beyond Therapy, July 6-29 and
What The Butler Saw, August
10-September 2; Trinity Summer Rep; for
tickets call the box office at 351-4242.
... Diary Of A Madman, by Nikolai
Gogol, a one-hour performance featuring
Ismail Abou-El-Kanater, August 7-8-9 at
8 p.m., Newport Playhouse, Newport,
reservations 849-4618 .
.. .A Funny Thing Happened On The
Way To The Forum, starring Matt
Siravo, Newport Playhouse, Newport,
26.
Reservations
through
August
849-46 18.
.. .The Best Little Whorehouse in
Texas, Theatre by the Sea, Rt. 1,
Matunuck, 789-1094, through August 19.

----DANCE--. . . Summer Dance '84', through to Aug.
31, Dance Innovations, 1463 Atwood Ave.,
J ohnston; call 831-1116 or 331-5157 for
information or to register.

The fungus among us? No, this tentacled creature is Audrey Il, who will be
featured in Little Shop Of Horrors at Boston's Colonial Theatre, opening August
1 through September 1. More information and ticket reservations can be made
by calling (617) 426-9366 .

---MUSIC---MISCELLANEOUS-

... Club Pastiche, cabaret music,
Wed.-Sun. 8:15 p.m. ; lobby of the
Pl"nvirlP.nce Performin11 Arts Center .
.. .Pat Sky, renowed folksinger and Irish
musician, will present a free concert at
Pawtuxet Park, Wednesday evening,
August 1, at 7 p.m. In the event of rain, the
concert will be moved indoors to the
'!'haver Ice Arena on Sandy Lane.
.. ,Boston Symphony Orchestra at
Tanglewood, Lenox, Mass. August 3 at
7:00 p.m., Charles Dutoit, conductor with
m
Janice
Taylor,
mezzo-soprano,
Rossini's Overture to 'Semiramide,'
B eethoven's Symphony No. 8 and Fella's
'The Three Cornered Hat.' For more
information · on Tanglewood concerts
which run until the end of August, phone
(413) 637-1940.

. . . Balloon Fest, July 28-29 at U.R.I.,
Kingstown. Sponsored by the Wakefield
Rotary Club.
.. . Norton Bird Gardens, open daily,
10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Rt. 140, Norton, Mass.
more than 150 varieties of birds can be
seen, including the newest addition of
Megellan penguins.
.. . Zoo Craft Fair, to be held Sept. 16.;
to reserve space, call Barbara Simmons,
R.I. Zoological Society, 785-9450, ext. 17.
. . . The Rhode Island Center for
Attitudinal Support facilitates support
groups for persons with catastrophic
illnesses and their families; for group and
meeting information, call 83 1-3010.
. . . Bristol Waterfront Festival, July
28-July 29, Rockwell Park overlooking
Bristol Harbor. Nearly 50 crafts exhibitors
and entertainment. Free admission.
. . . Chinese Teahouse at the Marble
House in Newport is now open for tours.
For further information, call the
Preservation Society of Newport County
at 401-847-1000.
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, What's happening
in Warwick

The Compass Rose Coffeehouse
presented by the Newport
Folklore Society
All performances 7:30 p.in . at the
Seaman' s Church Institute ,
Bowen' s Wharf, Newport

Patrick Sky - Irish & folk songs
August l at 7:00 p.m .
Pawtuxet Park

FREE
Alive 'n Pickin - country &
western music
August 8 at 7:00 p.m.
Mickey Stevens Sports Complex

· FREE

Oakland Beach Festival, sponsored
by JONAH
Sat., Aug. 18 (raindate Aug. I 9)
by the grove of Oakland Beach
Music, crafts, puppet shows, food
12:00 Noon - 7:00 p.m .
For more information call 738-{i666

Write: National Committee for
Prevention of Child Abuse,
,
. , Box 2866. Chicago, Ill. 606!Xl

What's happening
Statewide

Warwick Summer Concert Series,
sponsored by the Warwick Parks
and Recreation Dept., presents:

FREE

Abused children are ,
hel~.
Unless you help.

Your semi-monthly guide to
community arts events

City of Warwick
Mayor Joseph W. Walsh

Northeast Navy Band
August 15 at 7:00 p.m .
Mickey Stevens Sports Complex

Free Adult Ed Classes
The Rhode Island Regional Adult
Leaming Project, (Project RIRAL) which
offers free adult education programs, is
beginning a special summer semester this
school year. Although RIRAL is based in
Northern Rhode Island, its classes are
available to all residents of the state.
RIRAL offers instruction in basic reading,
basic math, and . basic grammar;
preparation for the . high . scho?l
equivalency exam; and mstruction m
English as a second language.
The main office is at 57 Division Street,
Room 9, Manville, Rhode Island. This
summer, morning and afternoon clas~s
will be offered at the office. Classes will
meet three mornings and five afternoons
weekly.
Registration for the summer te~ _may
be made by calling 762-3841 or by v1S1tmg
the office.

Apponaug Appreciation Day
Sunday, August 12 at 6:30 p.m .
Big Band Sound and
Barbershop Quartet
Fireworks Display at dusk
Arnolds Neck Dr. next to Ponnaug
Mariner
Warwick Museum
Eastern Woodland Indian Exhibit
August 18 - October 7
3259 Post Road, Warwick
Tues. - Fri. 11-4 p.m .
Sunday 2-5 p .m.

What's happening in
Kent County

I
j

Apponaug Area
Improvement Association
Dedication of Drum Rock Park
Saturday, August 18
Sunset ceremony

~--------- _ _.,_______ -----------·----

July 29 Katzberg & Snyder
.- folk music
August S The Neon Valley
Boys - bluegrass music
August 12 Jon Campbell & Joe
Houlihan - Irish traditional &
folk music
August 19 The Greencastle
Band - Irish music
August 26 The Big Zucchini
Washboard Bandits - blues a nd
Cajun music
Center for the Arts
Family Concert
Sidewalk Stories
Wilcox Park
Sunday, July 29 at 4:00 p .m .
FREE
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Ellis Island To Be Restored
As Museum Of Immigration

Looking for lost baggage, Ellis Island, 1906. (Photo by Lewis Hine)
(continued from page I)

experience in American and of how it all
began. Ellis Island, where t he descendants
of t he great majority of American Jews
first stepped off the boats, is an obvious
focal point of that effort."
Lax, a Short Hills, New J ersey resident
who is president of the Chathill
Management , Inc., a New Jersey based
land management firm, first became
involved in the effort to save Ellis Island
in the mid 1970s. In 1974, Peter
Sammartino, chancellor of Fairleigh
Dickenson University, took a helicopter
ride over Ellis Island and was shocked by
its deteriorated condit ion. The buildings
on Ellis Island had been stripped of t heir
copper exteriors by vandals; t he buildings'
roofs had caved in since the island was
closed as a functioning facility in 1954, as
had its docks; and the sea wall had
crumbled.
Sammartino formed the Restore Ellis
Island Committee, and, spurred by the
efforts of this new groups, Ren. Edward
Patten. of New Jersey drafted legislation
for an appropriation of Congresaional
funding for the effort. In 1976, P resident
Gerald Ford signed a bill setting aside $1
million for the restoration of Ellis Island
and $500,000 annually from the National
Park Service budget.
Linked to Statue of Liberty Project
Lax took over as chairman of the
committee in 1978, when its name was
changed to the Ellis Island Restoration
Commisaion. Later, due in part to the
efforts of Lax, the Ellis Island project was

persecution at home."
Lax noted too that on the immigration
application filled out by immigrants, there
was a line on which the immigration
officals noted the applicant's religion. If
the immigrant was a non-Jew, the line was
often not filled in, but immigration officials always made an entry for Jewish
immigrants.
"It was for these records, that are still in
archives in Washington, that we were able
to cetermine that some five million Jews
passed through Ellis Island," noted Lax.
"Therefore, it is all the more untrue to say
that these people came here as Germans,
Poles and Russians." Said Lax, "We have
not yet decided what form it will take, but
I can assure you that there will be Jewish
identification on Ellis Island."
Museum for Immigration
Lax changed the thrust of the effort on
Ellis Island in other ways. "My objective
after becoming the chairman was to
develop Ellis Island into more than just an
island that would be cleaned up and open
to the public, but to turn it into a museum
for immigration, including computerized
records of every immigrant who ever came
through Ellis Island. Our plan is not only
to have a museum to depict the
contributions made by the various
immigrant groups, but also to be an
important repository of the genealogical
history of our country, where adults and
children alike can come in and find the
record of an ancestor who passed through
Ellis Island."
According to Lax, the museum in the
Great Hall will include various theatres
documentaries
showing
films
and
depicting the immigrant experience and
rooms where oral histories will be taken on
an ongoing basis.
Lax is determined to restore the Great
Hall and the other buildings on the island
to as close to their original condition as
possible. He noted that Ellis Island was
once known as the 'Island of Tears'
because would-be immigrants with
ailments or physical impairments often
were refused entrance to the United States
and were sent back on return voyages to
their own countries. Some three percent of
the immigrants were rejected in this way,
often splitting families.
One method t he officials of Ellis Island
used to check the physical condition of the
immigrants was to have them climb a high
and steep· staircase in order to reach the
second floor of the Great Hall (where
medical tests were performed and
documents were processed)," said Lax.
" Immigration officials watched the
stairs to watch for people who obviously
limped or had problems getting up the
limpe~ or had problems gett ing up t he
steps."

The staircase no longer exists today, but
Lax said he successfully fought for having
that staircase rebuilt, and it is now being
reconstructed as it existed in the days of
mass immigrat ion to recreate that
immigrant experience.

Ready For Centennial Celebration
Lax noted that the Great Hall will be
completed and ready to open in time for
the centennial celebration of the Statue of
Liberty on July 4, 1986, whereas
reconstruction of other buildings on the
island and the proposed creation of dozens
of exhibitions portraying the immigration
experience from t he 17th century until the
20th century will be completed by 1992.
Lax noted that all of the copper stripped
from Ellis Island buildings is being
restored.

The Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island
Foundation, Inc. is seeking to raise $20
million to finance the entire vast project.
Funds are being raised through corporate
sponsorships and gifts, foundation grants
and through individual 'grass roots'
contributions. Individual tax-deductible
contributions can be sent to P .O. Box
1986, New York, N.Y., 10018.
The first week of J uly, 1986 will include
various events to commemorate the
centennial of the gift of the Statue of
Libert)\ by the people of France and to
launch the National Grass Roots
Campaign to finance the restoration of the
Statue of Liberty and the effort to
transform Ellis Island.
Lax was asked why he had decided to
make the commitment of time and energy
needed to turn the dream of a recreated
Ellis Island into reality. Lax replied, "To
me, America has always felt like a nation
of immigrants. T his country was
developed by people from all corners of the
earth who came here seeking freedom, a
place where they could practice any
religion they wanted and ·bring up a family
in dignity. T his whole process was
something t hat didn't just happen, but
which was built on the sweat and the
commitment of millions of people. This is
a story that needs to be told and

attached to the Statue of Liberty project,
under the aegis of the Statue of
Liberty-Ellis
Island
Centennial
Commission, the formation of which was
announced by President Reagan at a
White House ceremony in 1982. T he
commission, which is headed by Lee
Iacocca, works t hrough t he Statue of
Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation, Inc., a
non-profit organization responsible for
executing the commission's recommendations.
The charge given to the commission for
Ellis Island was to "prevent further decay
Tz'enah Ur'enah: Volume 1, Bereishis.
of the historical buildings... and to plan
for (Ellis Island's) development as a
Translated by Miriam Stark Zakon.
national, living experience, in t ribute to
Introduction by Meir Holder. Mesorah
the ethnic and national origins of all
Publications, 1969 Coney Island Avenue,
Brooklyn, NY 11223. Published in
Americans from t he founding of our
conjunction with Hillel Press, Jerusalem,
country unt il present times." However,
Israel. 1983. 316 pages. $12.95 he; $9.95
Lax soon became disturbed by the way ·
pap
. .
that the National Park Service, which
Re viewed by Roselyn Bell
owns both Liberty and Ellis Island, was
A century ago Jews who wished to study
defining its terms.
Torah
but who lacked sufficient
"I was told by National 1>aik Service
. proficiency in Hebrew to handle the
archivists that the five major ethnic
Biblical text and Rashi, approached the
groups which together accounted for 90
Five Megillot through the Yiddish
percent of the immigrants who landed on
translation and commentary known as
Ellis Island were Irish, German, Polish
Tz'enah Ur'enah. T oday, when 'Yiddish
and Russian," he said. "I asked them,
illiteracy exceeds even that in Hebrew, it
'What about Jewish immigration?' and I
is fitting that Tz'enah Ur'enah should be
was told that there wasn't any, that Jews
translated into English, which some have
were included in the five major countries."
called the "new Yiddish."
Lax commented, "We cleared· up that
Tz'enah Ur'enah is the homiletic
misapprehension very quickly. I made
rendering of the Pentateuch and
clear that my parents and many of the five
Haftorahs compiled by Rabbi Yaakov hen
million other Jews who landed on Ellis
Yitzhak Ashkenazi, a 16-century itinerant
Island came here because of pogroms and

remembered."
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Lax noted that the immigrants were
often tipped off by representatives of the
steamship companies who brought them
over from Europe that they would be
checked carefully as they climbed the
stairs. (The steamship companies had to
provide any immigrant rejected for entry
free passage back to Europe.) For many
weak or infirm immigrants, the high
stairway represented t he last obstacle they
had to surmount before reaching the
golden land.

1

preacher from Yanov, near Lublin,
Poland. He drew upon sources from early
Midrash, the interpretations of Rashi and
Rambam, and frequently, the commentary
of Rabbi Bahya (Bechaya) hen Asher, a
13-century exegete and kabbalist. As a
popular preacher Ashkenazi had a feel for
what his public loved in Biblical
interpretation and he gave it to them story-telling embellishments on the actual
text, legends that fill in missing pieces
(such as the early years of Abraham's life),
and moralistic commentary.
T here are many charming anecdotes
here, such as the notion that Adam sinned
by eating from the tree because he left
matters of food and kashrut to his wife,
while he studied Torah. At times, the
legends defy historical parameters, as
when we are told that Og, king of Bashan
and a contemporary of Moses, survived
the Great Flood by hanging onto a plank
under the roof of the ark and being fed by
Noah.

HOME NURSING CARE
When Home Care Is Needed
'
'
'
'
•

REGISTERED NURSES
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES
NURSE AIDES
HOMEMAKERS
HOME HEALTH AIDES

Private Duty Nursing
Please Call. ..

CATHLEEN NAUGHTON ASSOCIATES
Employees Bonded and Insured

(401) 461 -5230
Available 7 days a week
24 hours a day.
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On The Bookshelf
An Interrupted Life: The Diaries of Etty
Hillesum 1941 -43
Translated by A mo Po me rans
Pantheon Books, New York, 1984.
Reviewed by Debra Cash
It's tempting to think of Etty Hillesum
as an older, more mature Anne Frank. The
parallels are striking. Both were gifted
young Jewish women caught in the vise of
Nazi-occupied Holland, and both yearned
for self-knowledge, pouring out their preceptions in private diaries which were published after their deaths in concentration
camps. When I read Anne Frank's diary as
a young child, that small paperback with
her photograph on the cover permanently
affected my vision of myself as a Jewish
girl who had inherited the legacy of Jewish
history. Etty Hillesum's diaries have affected me in the same way: at 26, I am a
year you nger than Etty was when she be gan to keep this account. These deeply
moving reflections after the moral and
spiritual landscape on which we consider
our own responses to human deprivation
and suffering, opening new options and
spelling out new psychological challenges.
Etty Hillesum had a wider experience
than the adolescent Anne Frank: she lived
away from her family, studied Dostoyevsky and St. Augustine, had lovers.
The war put her privileged life on the line,
but her own challenges for herself predated
those history was destined to deal her.
Early in her diaries she described the beginning of her search for an inner simplicity and serenity that can only be called
zen-like. Her attempts simultaneously to
enjoy life and free herself of dependencies
and attachments were played out within
the framework of a stormy relationship
with the charismatic Julius Spier, to
whom she refers as " S." Spier was a palmreader much influenced by Jungian psychology. Thirty years Etty's senior, he became her reader, therapist and finally ,
after much equivocation, her lover. She
juggled this relationship with a less intense
and consuming affair with 63-year-old "Pa
Han," with whom she lived in a group
house. Ironically, these lovers cum father
figures confirmed her need to be sufficient
unto herself.
Readers of Holocaust documents often
read them with the disconcerting pre -science that the volume will break off with
the author's deportation and death. What
is most remarkable about An Interrupted
Life is that there is every indication that
Etty Hillesum knew she would not survive.
Stage by stage, she makes spiritual preparation for the camps, first self-consciously
training herself to live within restrictions:
the divided attention of Spier, Oho is engaged to marry another woman in London,
as well as the restrictions placed on the
Jewish community by the Nazis. Slowly,
she teaches -herself to carry her private
pleasures (daffodils, walks along the
canals, the words of her beloved Rilke) invisibly inside her.
As restrictions tighten and narrow her
world, Etty becomes happier and more
free . Her behavior towards others becomes
deeply compassionate. Challenged by a
Nazi official, she wonders about his private miseries and how he became a bully,
writing, " How rash to assert that man
shapes his own destiny. All he can do is to
determine his own inner response. You
cannot know another's inner life from his
circumstances. To know that you must
know his dreams, his relationships, his
moods, his disappointments, his sickness
and his death," But she knows all these
things for herself, and chooses to "cease
living an accidental life," and not to separate herself from the fate of the Jews.
This is a resolution difficult to keep: the
decision itself seems to break her health,
and punish her with blinding headaches
and insomnia. She is not smug, and knowing her own limits, prays for "one great
all-consuming suffering and not the thousand petty anxieties that can break a human being." Yet when she hears rumors
that Jews in Poland are being gassed and
buried alive she writes, " if God does not
help me to go on, I shall have to help God."
As an employee of t he Amsterdam Jewish
Council, she volunteers to accompany a
group of Jews to the Westerbork concen tration camp, saying 11 1 want to be sent to
every one of the camps that lie scattered
over all Europe ... to understand what is
happening and share my knowledge with
as many as I can possibly reach. "
Quixotic? Perhaps. But in Westerbork she
finds "Li fe in those draughty barracks was
no other than the life in (my) protected,

peaceful room. Not for one moment was I
cut off from the life I was said to have left
behind."
In the face of the whirlwind, Etty's spiritual life blossoms. The 27-year-old who
wanted to learn " how to kneef' two years
later is writing spontaneously beautiful
and colloquial prayers addressed to that
"well" inside herself where she believes
God exists.
Occasionally the language in these diar-ies lapses into feverish, purple lyricism,
but more often it is precise and notably
contained for such self-reflective prose.
She was convinced t hat her own struggles
for inner knowledge would bring others
closer to peace, with fewer bitter struggles
of their own. I think that she was wrong in
that, but her emotional generosity rings
from these pages. Etty Hillesum's life was
too brief, and it was cut short by murder,
but it was not interrupted. It projects into
a future , towards those of us who have the
privilege of holding the work of her
"thinking heart" in our hands.

The Retreat. Aharon Appelfeld; translated
by Dalya Bilu. E.P. Dutton, 2 Park
Avenue, New York, NY 10016. 164 pages.
$12.95.

Reviewed by Jacob Kabakoff
It may come as a surprise that this latest
novella by Aharon Appelfeld has appeared
in English translation before seeing
publication in book form in the Hebrew
original. Interestingly enough, the Hebrew
version was published not in Israel but in
the April 1982 issue of the American
Hebrew quarterly Bitzaron.
In the same issue of Bitzaron Appelfeld,
whose reputation has grown with each
new translated work, gave an extended
interview in which he defined his role as a
witness to the Holocaust. He pointed out
that his writings do not deal with the
horrors of persecution directly. Nor do
they voice the kind of protest typified by
other writers who have dealt with the
trauma of the Holocaust. Appelfeld prefers
to portray the experiences of characters
who failed to anticipate the cataclysmic
events, or of those who fled their grasp and
became survivors. In keeping with the
style and spirit of such Central European
writers as Thomas Mann and Kafka, his
tone is muted and is eminently suited to
convey the absurd, existential experiences
of those who lived through the Nazi
conflagration.
As in his previous novellas, Bodenheim
1939 and The Age of Wonders, Appelfeld
has succeeded in evoking the sense of
catastrophe and the inexorability of the
events that engulfed Austrian Jewry. The
characters that people The Retreat
represent a cross-section of Jews, gathered
in a mountain resort whose proprietor,
Balaban, is dedicated to ridding them of
their "Jewish traits." A breeder of horses,
he is convinced that a program of exercise
and re-education can remove the
disabilities which set off his patrons from
their Austrian counterparts.
What is clearly implied in Appelfeld's
symbolic treatment of the characters who
have sought refuge in The Retreat is the
utter bankruptcy of assimilated Jewry,
which was slowly but ineluctably forced
out of the mainstream of Austrian life.
They include an aging actress, a journalist
disciple of Karl Kraus, as well as
individuals who had intermarried and had
even encouraged their children to convert.
The main observer of this scene of
impending doom is the actress Lotte
Schloss who, following her dismissal from
her theatrical troupe, sought refuge in the
mountain retreat because she is no longer
welcome in the home of her daughter who
had intermarried.
Life in The Retreat slowly but
inevitably becomes untenable. The
relations between the Jews and the
neighboring villagers are increasingly
strained. The Jews are beaten and rejected
and await future developments with
trepidation.
Appelfeld has poignantly presented the
paradox of assimilated Jews who are
doomed to suffer for an identity which was
meaningless to them but from which t hey
could not escape. At the novella's end,
they are thrown back, upon their own
resources - which cannot but prove to be
inadequate in the face of the threatening
storm . In The Retreat, too, Appelfeld has
sought not to depict the horrors of the
Holocaust but rather the helplessness of
the Jewish reactions to them.
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Israeli Moshavniks Pioneer
Indoor Farming In Negev

Natti Miller examines tomatoes in his glass hothouse.
by Judy Krausz
MOSHAV TALMEI YOSEF, ISRAEL
- Meet Natti (short for Nathan) Miller,
32, an affable bushy-bearded farmer in a
remote Negev village who is rapidly becoming an expert in glasshouse agriculture
and drip irrigation as well as the dynamics
of rural community development.
Like most Israelis, Natti, a native Israeli, is highly articulate politically and intensely concerned about his country's
present and future. But unlike most, he
has chosen to live far from the population
centers of Israel, in a flat, barren, arid
place. He and his wife Lindsay are among
the 30 founding families of Moshav Talmei
Yosef, located in the new development region of Besor on the Sinai border with
Egypt.
The moshav, a cooperative farming village, was established after the controversial and emotionally charged evacuation of
the Pithat Rafiah settlements in northern
Sinai as part of the peace agreement with
Egypt. Talmei Yosef, along with a dozen
other moshavim and kibbutzim, was
moved virtually lock, stock and barrel
across the new border.
The moshav is one of the group planned
by the Jewish Agency, in the region along
Israel's new border with Egypt. The
Agency is the principal beneficiary of
funds allocated to the United Jewish Ap peal by American communities participating in the annual UJA/community campaigns . .y the moshav comprises both the
original families who founded the settlement in Sinai and newcomers such as
Natti and his wife, all in their late 20's and
early 30's. The population mix includes na tive-born Israelis along with immigrants
from other countries.
The luscious, if expensive, tomatoes
which some Israeli families are eating this
winter came from Natti's and his neighbors' flourishing new hothouses. With the
guidance of field advisors from the Ministry of Agriculture and the installation of
ultra-modern equipment, this group of
highly motivated young farmers, nearly all
of them new to the field of agriculture,
have mastered the delicate and precise art

The Precious Legacy: Judaic Treasures
from the Czeclwslovak State Collection.
Edited by David Altschuler. Summit
Books/Simon and Schuster, Inc., 1230
Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY
10020. 1983. $40.00 (cloth); $17.50
(paper) .

Reviewed by Sylvia A. Herskowitz
Fifteen years ago, a young man named
Mark Talisman who was working for U.S.
Congressman
Charles
Vanik,
accompanied Vanik on a trip to his
ancestral home, Prague. Together they
visited the State Jewish Museum, and
were astounded to learn that it housed one
of the largest Judaica collections in the
world.
By an ironic twist of fate, the enormous
collection had hH,n amessed by the Nazis
in their march through Bohemia and
Moravia. While the Jews of these areas ,
were sent to death camps, their
possessions and ceremonial objects were
confiscated and sent to Prague. There,
Hitler's plans called for the establishment
of a 11 museum to an extinct race.''

of irrigated hothouse farming. This marks
another Israeli advance in the adaptation
fo r farming in the off-season. In addition
to to matoes, they grow squash, peppers,
cucumbers, melons, man~oes and ~a~s,.
as well as flowers which are exported by air
daily throughout the winter to European
markets.
,.
"The 'pioneers' of today are hardly the
same as the founding fathers we learned
about in school," says Natti. "My mother's
father, for example, was a real idealist. He
was a historian and translator who CBJDe
here from Soviet Georgia in 1925 and insisted on doing manual labor to participate
in building the country. He died of overwork and disease while still a young man.
But today, look at what we have here. It's
something special."
With a sweep of his hand Natti takes in
his small but comfortable new house, his
newly planted garden, the acres of hothouses neatly laid out in rows behind each
home. He has acquired all this with longterm loans from the Jewish Agency, whose
main functions include the creation of and
assistance of settlements within Israel's
pre-1967 borders.
"I'm near my family 24 hours a day how else could I have time to be interviewed in my living room in mid-morning?" he says with a laugh.
" Loneliness? We get together with good
friends every evening. Culture? The regional center nearby provides films and
shows regularly in a beautiful theatre.
"And if we feel the need, Tel Aviv is less
t han two hours away."
"Who am I to talk about pioneering?
OK, being a moshavnik isn't for everyone.
There are the usual farmer's worries - the
weather and so forth . In a cooperative village there are also certain communal tensions. And being far away means a 40-mile
drive to the nearest hospital in Beersheba
when your wife is about the give birth. And
of course hard work. But how hard your
work is is a function of how much you like
it. I like being a farmer - that's why I'm
here. As it happens, my being here is also
in the interest of the country, because
we're sitting on a border and we're developing barren land. That challenge suits me."
From the moment he saw the
extraordinary
collection,
Talisman
became o b ~ by the idea of bringing it
to America. The mechanics of this
venture, which could probably fill several
volumes, took up more than a decade, and
finally, in 1983, Talisman's dream became
a reality. The Precious Legacy is the
catalogue of the exhibition of 298 objects
from the State Jewish Museum of Prague,
organized by the Smithsonian Traveling
Exhibition Services, which will tour the
U.S. for the next two years.
The catalogue is a beautiful publication
- visually exciting and intellectually
satisfying. Five important articles by
exhibition curators and scholars provide
t he historical background: a history of
Czech Jewry, its community structure and
daily life, and its encounter with the
Holocaust . .
The photography is exceptional - 220
platjis, many of t hem in color, depicting
paintings, textiles, glassware, porcelain,
silver, books and manuscripts.

...
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Gene Cloned ~
Breakthrough In Di.sease Afflicting Jews

Obituaries
MELVIN C. GREEN
WEST GREENWICH - Melvin C.
Green, 79, of Hopkins Hill Road, a radio
and telwision executive for many years,
died Saturday at home. He was the
husband of Sally S. (Weeks) Green.
Born in Jersey City, N .J ., -be was the
son of the late Corydon A. and Sarah
(Geiszler) Green.
Mr. Green was the owner of former
WWRI Radio, West Warwick, which later
became WKRI Radio.
He was a member of the Marble Lodge
F&AM, Tuckahoe, N .Y., the West
Warwick Lions Club, the Pawtuxet Valley
Rotary
Club,
and
the
Varnum
Continentals of East Greenwich.
Besides bis wife be leaves a daughter,
Cynthia A. Bowen of Coventry; and a
sister, Edna G. Taylor of Spartanburg,

s.c.

The funeral was private.

JOSEPH ROSS
PROVIDENCE - Joseph Ross, 86, a
resident member of the Jewish Home for
t he Aged, 99 Hillside Ave., founder and
owner for more t han 60 years of the
Modern Office SupRlY Co., died Friday at
Miriam Hospital. \.The late Shirley
(Cohen) Ross was his wife.
Born in Providence, he was a son of the
late Louis and Minnie Rosensweet.
During World War II, he was an air raid
warden in the Rochambeau Avenue area.
He leaves a daughter, Muriel L. Cole of
Cranston; a son, Robert W. Ross of
Framingham, Mass.; two sisters, Sylvia
Irving, Ida Wish, and a brother, Irving
Sweet, all of Providence; four grand<,_hildren and two great-grandchildren.
Graveside services were held at Sinai
Memorial Park, Harrison
Avenue,
Warwick.
DR. IRVING ARGUS
Dr. Irving Agus, professor emeritus of
history at Yeshiva University's Bernard
Revel Graduate School and an authority
on Jewish life in the Middle Ages, died of
cancer Wednesday at the Mount Sinai
Medical Center in Manhattan. He was 74
years old.
Dr. Agus, taught at Yeshiva University
from 1944 until his retirement in 1977.
Dr. Agus, who wrote in both English
and Hebrew, was best known for his
scholarship ·illuminating the role of
medieval Jewish communities in the
development of modern democracy. He
also wrote extensively on the Ashkenazic,
or German-Jewish, influence on modern
thought and culture.
Among Dr. Agus's works was "Urban
Civiliiation in Pre-Crusade Europe," in
which he held that t he concept of town
government originated with Jewish
communities of the 10th and I Ith
centuries.
He also wrote "The Heroic Age of
Franco-German Jewry," which traced the
contributions to Jewish cultural life of a
small group of Franco-German Jews who
survived the Crusades and became the
progenitors of Ashkenazic Jewry.
Dr. Agus was born in Poland and came
to the United States when he was 17. He
graduated from New York University in
1932 and, in 1937, received his doctorate

from Dropsie University in Philadelphia,
now Dropsie College in Merion, Pa.
Before joining Yeshiva University, Dr.
Agus was educational director of the
Baron Hirsch Congregation in Memphis
and a Hebrew Academy principal on Long
Island.
After serving on the editorial board of
the Jewish Quarterly Review for several
years, he was named its first managing
editor in 1977.
Dr. Agus is survived by his wife, the
former Terna Gerber; a son , Aharon, of
Gan, Israel; a daughter, Rachel Varat
Navarro of Salt Lake City; two brothers,
Rabbi Jacob Agus of Baltimore, and Paul,
of the Bronx; a sister, Jenny Feller · of
Jerusalem, and six grandchildren.
Funeral services were private.

LESLIE R . SAMUELS
NEW YORK - Leslie R. Samuels, the
philanthropist who, with his wife, gave
milhons to New York's Lincoln Center
died of cancer Thursday at Memoriai
Hospital. He was 84.
Samuels and his wife, Fan Fox who
died in 1981, both ardent music l~vers,
created the Fan Fox and Leslie R. Samuels
Foundation in 1959. The foundation was
set up primarily for aid to t he arts.
Through the years, it has been estimated
the foundation gave $13 million to Lincol~
Center alone. Money also was given to
medical and health groups.
At Lincoln Center, Fan Fox and Leslie
R. Samuels grants went to the
Metropolitan Opera, the New York City
Ballet, the Mostly Mozart Festival, the
Chamber Music Society and the New
York Philharmonic. One of the largest
gifts was announced in 1981 - $8 million
for the acoustic renovation of the New
York State Theater, and the complete
redesign of the Vivian Beaumont Theater.
Samuels was born in Salt Lake City,
Utah. He became a retailer who owned a
department store in Ogden, Utah. Later he
owned and ran the I. Miller shoe stores
outside of New York. During World War
II , he worked with the Office of Price
Administration as head of the women 's
shoe divisinn.
ROBERT FINE
PROVIDENCE - Robert Fine, 86, of
369 Montgomery Ave. , a former tailor,
died yesterday at St. Joseph Hospital. He
was the husband of Sonya (Perlman) Fine. Born in Russia, he lived in Providence
for more than 70 years.
Mr. Fine was self-employed for many
years before retiring. He was a member of
Congregation Shaare Zedek-Sons of ·
Abraham, and the Workmen's Circle.
Besides his wife he leaves a son, Arthur
D. Fine of West Hartford, Conn., and two
grandchildren.
A funeral service was held on July 24 at
11 a .m. at M;t. Sinai Memorial.Chapel, 825
Hope St. Burial will be in Lincoln Park
Cemetery, Warwick.

CARD OF THANKS
.,,
The family of the late Ida Sherman
wishes to thank all of those who
expressed their sympathy during our
recent loss.

Family records for ·three generations are in our files,
making our all-Jewish staff better prepared to serve your
needs for generations to come.

For Service With Reverence And Dignity

I

Post.
Like Tay-Sachs disorder, Gaucher's is a
lipid- or fat-storage disorder, in which
fats,
normally broken down and
eliminated by the enzyme, build up in t he
body. Dr. Michael Sheff, Associate
Professor of Pathology at Brown
University and a local expert on
Tay-Sachs, explained the meaning of the
recent breakthrough.
"Gaucber's is an enzyme-deficiency
disease," Dr. Sheff explained. "An enzyme
is a protein. This development means that
scientists have prepared the genetic
material that gives rise to the protein. The
functio n of t he protein is to be an enzyme
which causes the chemical to go faster."
And in the case of Gaucher's disease, the
enzyme is deficient.
Gaucher's disease takes various forms in
attacking different parts of the body, Dr.
Sheff said. It may attack the nervous
system, liver or spleen. The ultimate hope
for use of t he cloned gene, he said, is to

'insert if into cells taken from the patient.
Actual use of the cloned gene in treating
Gaucher's disease is, Dr. Sheff said, "at
least several years down the road - how
far down depends on the ability to grow
the cells in culture." He added that for
spleen and liver cells, this technology
might be five to ten years away, but that
though nerve cells can also be grown in
culture, putting them back into the body
"is a real problem here"; and use of
technology of this kind in treating the
form of Gaucber's that attacks the nervous
system "could be 20 to 30 years down the
road."
Scientists at t he National Institutes of
Health, with assistance from a team at the
University of California at San Diego, are
responsible for the cloning.
Using techniques in which DNA
material
is
separated ' and
then
recombined, the scientists say t hey have
isolated the genetic information for
directing the body's manufacture of t he
enzyme called gluco-cerebrosidase.
Gaucher's disease is probably more
common, although less well known than
the always fatal Tay-Sachs disorder,
another illness that afflicts mostly Eastern
European Jews. Gaucher's affects some
20,000 people in the United States.

Economic Prosperity Linked To Success
Of Democracies, Human Rights
WASHINGTON - America's concern
for the survival of democracy and human
rights must be converted into economic
support that will allow democracies in
Latin America - and elsewhere - to
prosper, a B'nai B'rith International
foreign affairs expert declared.
Addressing a meeting here of the Jewish
National Fund, Warren Eisenberg,
director of the International Council of
B'nai B'ri th, discussed the condition of
Jews around the world, which, he said,
" rises and falls in accordance with t he
success or failure of democrB:CY. "
Eisenberg cited "the remarkable change
in attitudes" that has blanketed Argentina
in the brief time since a democratic
government replaced years of military
rule, a reign of terror and disappearances
that included a disproportionately high
number of Jews.
we
see
an
Argentine
"Today
government trying to enforce human
rights and attempting to outlaw religious
discrimination/' the B'nai B'rith executive
said. "This is an important message to
anti-Semites and other bigots that they
will be held morally and legally
accountable for their actions."
Eisenberg cautioned that the success of
human rights in Argentina "depends on
the ability of the government to grapple
with serious economic chaos that was fed
by years of mismanagement and

corruption."
He stated that Argentina's change in
government could be followed by similar
charges in Uruguay and Brazil. "If
fledgling democracies are to overcome
their problems, they may require the
United States to provide substantial
support through economic incentives and
more sympathetic trade policies," said ·
Eisenberg.
The B 'nai B'rith executive stated that
Jewish life is threatened where there is no
democracy. "In El Salvador and
Nicaragua , Jewish communities have
fallen victim to strife," he said. "Jewish
survival depends on democracy."
Eisenberg added that the United States
"continues to set an example for other
nations by its inclusion of Jews and other
minorities in all aspects of life.
" We are the rare society in which a
person can become an American simply by
acquiring citizenship, without going
t hrough generations of adaptation and
change. As we see in the speeches of New
York Gov. Mario Cuomo and the Rev.
Jesse Jackson, we no longer talk of melting
pots; we talk of rainbows, where everyone
has a right to be different yet be no less
American. "
This American trait, Eisenberg said,
can have positive impact on other nations,
many of whose peoples tend to look upon
t he United States as a beacon of hope.

U.S. Federal law now requires all funeral homes to
provide itemized pricing . Mount Sinai Memorial Chapel
has provided this courtesy for over nine years.
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by Karen A. Coughlin
Scientists have cloned the gene for an
enzyme blamed for Gaucher's disease, a
relatively rare and sometimes fatal genetic
disorder that affects mostly people of
Eastern European Jewish descent,
according to a report by the Washington

331-8094

The Rhode Island Jewish funeral
home that can be trusted ... .
for its honesty ... integrity .. .
and compliance with the highest
standards of Jewish ethics
and conduct.
Over 100 years service to R.I.
Jewish families by our director,
Mitchell, his father and grandfather.
HOME OF YOUR FAMILY RECORDS .

458 HOPE ST., PROVIDENCE
Corner Hope & Doyle Ave.

IN FLORIDA (305) 861 -9066
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331-3337
825 Hope at fourth Street,

LEWIS J. BOSLER, R.E.

Call Collect from out-of-state
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Jewish Organizations
Fight Air Force Ban On
Skull Caps

Cla$sifieds

Judaic Scholars At Brown

Seven experts in the field of Judaism
will speak at Brown University in a yearlong program of lectures which are free
.
Six major Jewish organizations have and open to the public.
HELP WANTED
APARTMENT
FLORIDA RENT Al
The lectures, cosponsored by the Jewish
asked a federal appeals court to throw
FOR RENT
out an Air Force prohibition on the Federation of Rhode Island and the Judaic
MATURE WOMAN wonted
Studies Program at Brown, begin Sept. 4
PALM GREEN DELRAY for child care, part-time; prefer. wearing of a skull cap - or yarmulke - by
EAST SIDE, near Blvd., 3rd
2 bedroom, 2 bath furnished
an ·Orthodox Jewish officer. They say the and run through April 21, 1985.
my home. Coll 274-0329.
floor, 4 rooms plus full both, exTwo separate topics will be explored
condo - pool, clubhouse, tennis
ban violates Captain Simcha Goldman's
cellent condition, yard - $475
7/ 27/ 84
courts and golf. Rental 4 months
right to religious liberty while providing in the lectures. The first is:
including heat. Coll 331-3120.
or more. 831 -5813 or 831 -1710.
Judaism in Poetry and Image
no real military benefit.
7/ 27/ 84
7/ 27/ 84
Robert Alter, who teaches literature at
A friend-of-the-court brief filed in the
JANITORIAL SERVICES
EAST SIDE, near Blvd . 1st floor,
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of the University of California at Berkeley,
6 rooms plus fuli both, parking,
kicks off this series on Sept. 4. His theme
Columbia contends that the wearing of a
yard, excellent condition. $575
COMMERCIAL /
PROFESFOR
RENT
will be "The Structure of Biblical Poetry."
yarmulke,
a
religious
requirement
for
plus heat. Coll 331-3120or 437SIONAL: toilets, floors, rugs,
(All lectures, unless otherwise noted, will
Orthodox Jews, has no harmful effects on
7/ 27/ 84
0411 evenings.
general . dean ing . Weekly/
begin at 7:30 p.m. in room 14 of Rogers
NARRAGANSETT
PETTA- doily. Providence/ North·. Coll performance of military duties. The
Hall on t he Brown campus.)
QUAMSCUTT, 4-yeor-old house, Denette Company, 724-0714.
banning of such an "unobtrusive" practice
" One Poet's Paradises: Yeats and the
3 bedrooms, excellent condition.
7/ 27/ 84 "is supported neit her by law nor logic,"
Weekly, July-September, 331 APARTMENT WANTED
argues t he brief. It adds that strict Idea of the Afterlife" will be discussed by
1524., evenings.
8/ 3/ 84
Helen Vendler, who is a visiting professor
enforcement of such a rule would exclude
of English at Harvard University. Vendler
SEND ALL CLASSBOX COR- Orthodox Jews from Air Force service
VISITING
PROFESSOR at
will
appear Oct. 25.
RESPONDENCE TO,
without serving a "compelling military
Brown wants furnished apartGENERAL SERVICES
ClossBox NO.
Bezalel Narkiss, who teaches Jewish art
interest."
ment or house for this winter.
The R.I. Jewish Herold
at the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, will
The brief was filed by the American
(housesitti ng? ) Coll 232-2235.
discuss "Symbolism and Art in Judaism"
PAPER
HANGER: Specializ- 99 Webster Street
Jewish Congress on behalf of itself and t he
8/ 3/ 84
Pawtucket,
R.I.
02861
Nov. 27.
ing in Wolhex, vinyls, foil,
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith,
interior and exterior pointing.
In 1985, a new series of lectures based
Jewish War Veterans, National Council of
Quality work, reasonable price.
on a different topic will be held at follows:
This newspaper will not, know- Jewish Women, Union of American
Free estimates. Coll Ken, 944- ingly, accept any advertising for
Social Descriptions of Jews and Judaism
Hebrew Congregations and the Union of
ENTERTAINMENT
4872, 942-9412.
7/ 27/ 84
real estate which is in violation Orthodox
On Feb. 11, Abraham Malherbe of Yale
Jewish Congregations of
of the R.I. Fair Housing Act and
America.
University Divinity School will discuss
Section 804 (C) of Title VIII of
D.J. STEVE YOKEN PRO" Not in a Corner: An Early Christian
The case stemmed from an Air Force
the 1968 Civil Rights Act. Our
FESSIONAL SOUND and SUPER
HELP WANTED
Apologetic Interest." This is a discussion
readers ore hereby informed decision to prohibit Captain Goldman, a
LIGHT SHOW for Bar/ Bot
and
will be held from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
clinical
psychologist"
at
March
Air
Force
that all dwelling/ housing acMitzvahs, weddings, etc. ReferGOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,559- commodations advertised in this Base in California, from wearing a
Nathan Glazer of Harvard University's
ences. RADIO STATION PRIZES.
$50,553/ yeor. Now hiring. Your newspaper ore available on on yarmulke while on duty indoors. The
Department of Education and Sociology
617-679-1545.
12/ 27/ 84
area. Coll 1-805-687-6000, ext. equal opportunity basis.
will speak Feb. 19 on "Sociology of
officer had been permitted by his
R-3397.
7/ 27/ 84
American Jews: Issues in the '80s."
commanding officers to wear such a head
covering during his first three and a half
·A four-day, four-lecture session is
years in the military service. At no time
scheduled for March 18'to 21. The sessions
was he informed that such a practice
will feature.Jonathan Smith of the Univerpresented a problem, even though the
sity of Chicago, who will be discusing "To
wearing of a head covering indoors was
Take Place: Jerusalem as a Focus of
technically a violation of an Air Force
Ritual." The exact times and dates will
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ __
dress regulation.
be announced later.
However, introduction of a new policy
The last lecture will be held April 21
of strict enforcement of the dress
and will feature Michael Stanislawski of
Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - regulation led to a ruling by the
t he Department of History at Columbia
commanding officer to ban the wearing of University. Stanislawski's talk, cosponHeadline _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Classification _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
the skull cap. Captain Goldman brought
sored by the History Department at
suit in federal district court, claiming that
Brown, is entitled "Jewish History in
Message _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
his right to practice his religion was being
Eastern Europe: Myths ,and Revisions."
violated. The court upheld him, finding
For more information, call the Judaic
that the yarmulke was "unobtrusive" and
Studies Program at 863-3900.
did not interfere with his duties. The
district court decision also held that
permitting an exception to the uniform
"Strike up" an evening of good exercise,
regulations in this particular case did not
fun and food with an evening of bowling
"erode
morale
and
obedience,"
as
PAYMENT
RATES
sponsored by Shalom Singles of the South
contended by the Air Force.
Payment MUST be received by
Area Jewish Community Center, Monday,
15 words for $3 .00
The Air Force took the case to the U.S.
Wednesday afternoon, PRIOR lo
August 13. Meet at the Center, 1044
Court of Appeals wnich reversed the lower
the Friday on which the ad is lo
12( per word
Central Street, Stoughton at 7:15 p,m. to
court finding. The appeals tribunal held
appear. 5% discount lo, ads runcarpool,
or meet outside the Canton
each additional word
that because of the Air Force's interest in
ning 6 mo. continuously /2 copy
Lanes, 100 Washington Street, (Cobb's
M1Jsf be received by
uniformity, it was permitted to use a strict
changes al/owed/. 10% discount
Corner), Canton by 7:30 p.m.
WednHdoy noon to t1Jn
for ads running continuously lo, I yr.
policy in enforcing the dress code, even
The group will bowl two strings, then go
in #ollow;ng Friday pope,
( 4 changes of copy- permitted).
though the regulation itself was
for a delicious Dutch-treat snack
''arbitrary."
_
U . JEWIS11 HERALD, P.O. Bo• 6063,, Providence, R.I. 02940-6063.
.
afterwards.
Please
pre-register by
Wednesday, August 8, by calling Patti,
Rehearing Sought
821-0030 or 341-2016.
The amicus brief asks the appeals court
The cost for the bowling (including
to rehear the case and uphold the district
shoes) is $2.50 for members and $3.50 for
court decision in favor of Captain
I
non-members.
Goldman. The case, it says, pits the
constitutional right of religion against the
Do you have hidden talents in acting?
interest of military discipline and raises
Would you like to tap your innate
t he issue of "whether an Orthodox Jew
'/
creativity
in new ways and have a lot of
who wishes to serve his country is
fun in t he process? Then join Shalom
unwelcome in the Air Force."
Singles for an evening of Theatre Games
Wed. Sept. 26-Sun. Oct. 7
Citing previous
Supreme
Court
on Monday, July 30 from 8 p.m. to 9:30
decisions, the brief notes that restrictions
Ask About Our Special
p.m. at the South Area Jewish Community
on the free exercise of religion "must be
8 P.M. - 8 A.M. Rate
Center, 1044 Central Street in Stoughton,
scrutinized strictly and must be justified
Cantor Herman Malamood
For Elderly
Mass.
by a compelling governmental interest."
assisted by the
This special evening of t heatre games
Only interests "of the highest order" can
Concord Symphonic Chorale
and
improvisations will be led by Judith
override legitimate claims to the free
Rubinger. Mrs. Rubinger has performed
exercise of religion, it points out.
Directed by Don Vogel.
.421-1213
and directed professionally and taught
Associate Conductor
The brief notes that Capt. Goldman had
drama in New York, Los Angeles and
Matthew Lazor
been permitted to wear a yarmulke during
Jerusalem.
his first three and a half years of service
will officiate for
The cost is $3.00 for members and $4.50
and that the practice had proved so
for non-members. Please pre-register hy
the Inspiring Services.
innocuous and unobtrusive it had created.
Tuesday,
July 24 by calling Liz at t he
Robbi Simon Cohen
no morale problems and had not interfered
Center, 821-0030 or 341 -2016. Newcomers
and Robbi Eli Mazur
I
with his performance of his duties.
are welcome.
will supervise
If the Air Force had a "truly
the adherence
compelling" interest in the challenged
to Dietary Cuisine.
regulation, the need to enforce it might
have been so critical as to justify keeping
Orthodox
Jews out of that branch of the
K+omesho Lake. NY 12751 MAJOI\Cf\EDIT CAI\DS
~
Hotel 914-794-4000. Toll Free 600-4J1-J650
service, the brief concedes. But it
'
TWX 510-240-6JJ6 See your travel agent.
maintains that such a "compelling
.
interest" is not present in the Goldman
case and the Air Force is thus not justified
in violating the constitutional guarantee
of religious freedom.
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The amicus brief was prepared by
Ronald A. Krall88, Lois C. Waldman and
Marc D. Stern of the American Jewish
Congre&& legal staff.
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- - - - - - Delicious Eggplant Recipes - - - - by Meryl Ain
Jewish World
Eggplant is a wonderfully versatile
vegetable which goes equally well with
meat or dairy. It is also excellent in its
natural "pareve" form. Eggplant can be
stewed, baked, fried and boiled and served
hot or cold. It can enhance any meal from ·
appetizer to dessert (see cake recipe
below).
Eggplant is rich in vitamins and freeze s
very well. Below are some eggplant recipes.

EGGPLANT SALAD
Betty Ann Ross
1 large eggplant
1h cup plus 2 Tbsp. oil
1
2 h cups chopped onion
1 cup diced celery
16 oz. tomato sauce
¼ cup red wine vinegar
2 Tbsp. sugar
2 Tbsp. drained capers
1h tsp. salt
12 pitted black olives (slivered)
1. Wash eggplants - cut in 1h inch
cubes.
2. Saute eggplant in 1h cup hot oil until
tender and golden brown. Remove
eggplant.
3 .. Add 2 Tbsp. oil, saute onions and
celery for about five minutes.
4. Return eggplant to skillet, stir in
tomato sauce, bring to boil, cover and cook
15 minutes.
5. Add remaining ingredients, cover,
simmer about 20 minutes. Refrigerate and
serve cold.

EGGPLANT CASSEROLE
I medium eggplant, unpeeled
2 Tbsp. flour
1 tsp. salt, divided
pepper to taste
2/3 cup vegetable oil, divided
l large onion, chopped
I clove garlic, minced
2 Tbsp. butter or margarine
I lb. fresh mushrooms, sliced
I (8 oz.) can tomato sauce
I Tbsp. Italian seasoning

I (16 oz.) container ricotta cheese
2 eggs, slightly beaten
6 oz. Mozzarella cheese, sliced

Cut eggplant into ½ inch slices.
Combine flour with 1h tsp. of the salt and
dash of pepper. Dredge eggplant slices in
flour mixture. In a large skillet, heat I/ 3
cup of the oil. Saute eggplant slices until
golden brown; saute for two minutes. Add
butter; heat until butter melts. Add
mushrooms,
tomato sauce,
Italian
seasoning, remaining salt and dash of
pepper. Bring to boiling point. Reduce
heat and simmer uncovered fo r two
minutes.
In a small bowl, mix ricotta cheese and
eggs. Grease a 9 x 13 x 2 inch casserole and
alternate layers of fried eggplant, cottage
cheese and tomato saoce. Repeat layers.
Top with Mozzarella cheese slices. Bake
uncovered in 350 degree oven for 30
minutes or until bubbly and hot. Let stand
for IO minutes before serving. Yield: 6
servings.

EGGPLANT LASAGNA
8 oz. lasagna noodles

I cup dried bread crumbs
h tsp. salt
2 medium eggplants
salad oil
2 eggs, beaten
16 oz. sliced mozzarella cheese
I (29 oz.) jar mushroom spaghetti sauce
1h cup grated Parmesan cheese
2 Tbsp. water
Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Peel
eggplant and cut into 1h inch slices. On a
sheet of waxed paper, place bread crumbs
and salt. In a small dish beat the eggs and
water with a for k. Dip eggplant into egg
mixture, then crumb mixture. In a large
baking pan, put very thin layer of oil and
heat in oven . Place breaded eggplant in
pan and bake until breading is brown, then
turn to brown other side. Drain on paper
towels. Lower oven to 350 degrees.
Meanwhile, prepare noodles according
to package directions. At the end of
cooking time add a cup of cold water to
1

stop cooking. Leave noodles in water until
needed, then drain. In a 13 z 9 inch baking
dish, place a thin layer of spaghetti sauce,
then arrange in layers: noodles, eggplant,
mozzarella cheese and spaghetti sauce;
repeat. Evenly sprinkle parmesan cheese
over fi nal layer of sauce. Bake 45 minutes
or until hot and bubbly. Serves 12.

EGGPLANT AU GRATIN
Ethel Rothenberg
I large eggplant
l large onion

I large egg
2 to 3 Tbsp. oil or margarine
6 to 8 oz. Cheddar cheese, grated
salt, pepper, garlic powder to taste
Peel eggplant. Cut in chunks. Boil in
salted water until soft; drain. Place in bowl
and mash. Saute onicin in oil or margarine
until transparent. Add sauteed onion,
grated cheese, egg and seasonings; mix.
Place in greased casserole. Sprinkle with
crumbs. Dot with margarine. Bake at 350
degrees for 45 minutes.

EGGPLANT STUFFED SHELLS
8 oz. jumbo shells (16 shells)

/4 cup salad oil
1 large clove garlic, thinly sliced

1

1 medium eggplant, chopped
h cup chopped onion
ih cup water
l/a tsp. pepper

1

PAREVE BAKED
EGGPLANT CASSEROLE

I (32 oz.) jar spaghetti sauce
8 oz. Mozzarella cheese, shredded
l cup cottage cheese

Ethel Rothenberg
1 eggplant
I egg
dash salt and pepper
2 onions
2 Tbsp. brown sugar
l Tbsp. ketchup
bread crumbs or cornflake crumbs
I can tomato soup
Slice eggplant in ½ inch slices. Season.
Dip in mixture of egg and ketchup and
then dip in crumbs. Fry in oil. Fry sliced
onions separately in rings till golden
brown. Line baking dish with fried onion
rings. Place eggplant on top. Repeat,
ending with eggplant layer. Make mixture
of tomato BOUP, water and brown sugar.
Pour over eggplant. Bake ½ hour at 350

cup driea bread crumbs
2eggs
h tsp. Italian seasoning
h tsp. salt
Cook manicotti shells the minimum
amount, drain. Meanwhile, in skillet over
medium heat, cook garlic in hot oil until
brown; discard. ln remaining oil cook
eggplant and onion 5 minutes, stirring,
add water; cover and cook IO minutes or
until tender. Remove and cool. Pour half
of spaghetti sauce in 13 x 9 inch baking
dish, sprinkle with half of Mozzarella
cheese.
In medium bowl, combine riccotta
cheese, bread crumbs, eggs, Italian
seasoning, salt and pepper until blended;
stir in eggplant mixture. Fill each shell
with about two heaping tablespoons of
mixture. Arrange filled shells in baking
dish in a single layer. Pour remaining
spaghetti sauce over shells and sprinkle
with remaining Mozzarella cheese. Cover
dish with foi l and bake at 375 degrees for
25 minut.es. Remove foil and bake 10
minutes longer until hot and bubbly.
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• Vertical Blinds by Levo/or & New England Shade.

Robert Fain
Investment Executive

PaineWebber

(Membtt N .Y . Stock

• Mini Blinds by Bali & Levo/or in over
300 colors, prints, finishes & woods

Lowest Prices of the Yea r!
Fashions for home or office

•(ol0027-

Specializing in Pension Investment Services
Thank You

Over 100 fabrics, macrame's, aluminums & vinyls.

• l..all-lJS.51IO

1520 Hospital Trust Tower
Providence, R.I. 02903
Exchange)

Custom Window Treatments. Upholstery & more!

THE BEST
For Just Pennies A Day
Each week in the Rhode Island Herald, you'll find editorial views
and opinions From The Editor, feature stories from Jewish Student
Press Service, news dispatches from the Jewish Telegraphic Agency,
pages devoted to Social Events and May We Suggest, providing the
most complete listing of activities state.wide.

AN ATTENTION TO QUALITY

Up and coming special issues will include The Jewish Traveler, our
annual Education issue, a Salute to the Arts and more.

Rhode Island Herald readers subscribe because no other
publication comes as close to matching their diversity and depth of
interest in Jewish living.
Return the coupon below today to subscribe or renew your
subscription. Just $10.00 (in Rhode Island; $14.00 out of state) brings

you 52 issues that will stimulate you. Inform you. Entertain you.
Don't miss a single one.

YES! Please begin my subscription for
D $10.00 per year

D $14 per year (out of R.I.)

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
HEBREW NAT'L ~
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"MILLER'S"

TORTELLINI
·sALAD
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MAIL CHECK TO:
R.I. JEWISH HERALD
P.O. Box 6063
Providence, R .I. 02940

CHEESE
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We welcome you to come
browse & sample a
well-seasoned collection
of prepared foods and
gourmet items. Taste
any or all of "Miller's"
Summer SaladsHomemade Puddings, Souffle,
Eggplant, and m\lch, much,
more.
See you this week!
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MILLER'S

PROVIDENCE

CRANSTON

PAWTUCKET

774 Hope S!
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20 H1lls1de Rd
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